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January 31, 2024 
 

RE: Region 5 and Region 6; California, Oregon, and Washington; Forest Plan Amendment for 
Planning and Management of Northwest Forests Within the Range of the Northern Spotted 
Owl 

Introduc3on: 
 
We would start by asking the agency to be honest about the data and the success of the 
Northwest Forest Plan (NWFP). We would also ask that the agency acknowledge that this 
success was largely associated with limita3ons within the plan placed on agency discre3on and 
restric3ons on logging. Yet the jus3fica3on for this amendment is clearly opera3ng from a false, 
disingenuous, misleading narra3ve that is not backed by the agency’s own science. Although 
according to the agency’s own analysis, the Northwest Forest Plan (NWFP) is working as 
intended, (Davis etal. 2015, Davis etal. 2022, Dunham etal 2023 ) the agency is pain3ng the 
opposite picture.  
 
It appears that this amendment is intended to eliminate the necessary limits on agency 
discre3on and loosen restric3ons on commercial logging (par3cularly in reserve networks), with 
the supposed goal of crea3ng forests more resilient to climate change and wildfire effects. Yet, 
as we will demonstrate in this comment the agency is having the opposite effect with its 3mber 
sale program, and already has the ability to manage fuels, although with proper limita3ons that 
require ecologically appropriate treatments. Unfortunately for the agency the science simply 
does not support their posi3on and if changes are needed, they are needed to increase 
conserva3on and habitat protec3on on federal lands.  
 
Our concern is that the Forest Service has long wished to circumvent the NWFP, avoid its 
restric3ons on mature and old forest logging, and increase its “flexibility” to heavily log the very 
forests the NWFP intends to protect. In fact, the agency has been successfully and repeatedly 
sued for their aYempts to avoid the restric3ons of the plan. It is our posi3on, that instead of 
weakening the NWFP, the current climate crisis is best addressed through addi3onal 
conserva3on measures, addi3onal limits on agency discre3on, and the protec3on of all mature 
and old growth forest remaining on Forest Service lands.  
 
Likewise, the NWFP was intended to be a 100-year plan and has not yet been implemented for 
30 years. The agency is intending in this amendment to water down the NWFP, making it 
ineffec3ve at mee3ng the plans long-term goals of maintaining and recrui3ng mature and old 
growth forest. To eliminate the discre3on and restric3ons on mature and old-growth logging 
that allowed the NWFP to be a success is counterproduc3ve, unacceptable and inconsistent 
with the intent of the plan.  
 
Given the post NWFP developments surrounding the 2012 Northern SpoYed Owl Recovery Plan, 
the 2011 Cri3cal Habitat Ruling, Execu3ve Order #14072, Execu3ve Order #14008, the recently 
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proposed Na3onal Old-Growth Amendment, the existen3al threat of climate change and the 
impending biodiversity crisis, a more robust conserva3on focus is needed and any amendment 
to the NWFP should be addi3ve, rather than reduc3ve.  
 
To achieve the goals of these plans and Execu3ve Orders and to address the issues of our 3me, 
we ask the agency to create a conserva3on alterna3ve that addresses the issues raised in our 
comments and implements our recommenda3ons for increased habitat protec3on, the 
protec3on of all mature and old-growth forest, and the expansion of the exis3ng reserve 
network by both building off exis3ng reserve areas and crea3ng new ones.   

We believe a conserva3on alterna3ve must be considered that; 

i) Protects all mature and old-growth forest over 80 years of age and all trees over 21” 
diameter in younger stands.  

ii) Priori3zes fuel reduc3on and fire risk reduc3on treatments near homes and 
communi3es and in heavily altered and highly flammable tree planta3ons. 

iii) Incorporates the use of managed wildfire into the planning process as well as prescribed 
fire and cultural burning.  

iv) Designates and expands exis3ng conserva3on-based land use alloca3ons such as Late 
Successional Reserve (LSR) forests, Adap3ve Management Areas, Botanical Areas, 
Special Interest Areas, Designated Backcountry Areas, and Riparian Reserves. 

v) Transfers all dry forests to the LSR network, managing them for late successional habitat, 
which in turn will increase fire and climate resilience.  

vi) Creates new land use alloca3ons and designates them at scale including; Na3onal 
Carbon Reserves in all forests over 80 years of age, Connec3vity Corridors in important 
connec3vity habitats and linkages, and Designated Climate Refugia.  

vii) Reduces or eliminates the Probable Sale Quan3ty (PSQ). 
viii) Protects complex early seral habitat following wildfires and other natural disturbance 

events 
ix) Maintains and increases Survey and Manage Requirements and the number of sensi3ve 

species monitored for. 
x) Expands the restora3ve benefits of the Aqua3c Conserva3on Strategy by drama3cally 

increasing road closures and oblitera3on, restric3ng logging in Riparian Reserves, 
reintroducing beavers to federal lands, reducing logging on watershed scales, re3ring or 
more heavily regula3ng federal grazing allotments, prohibi3ng new road construc3on 
(either temporary or permanent), and significantly increasing Riparian Reserve widths to 
at least three tree heights. 

Below are detail comments and recommenda3ons for the upcoming EIS and NWFP revision 
process: 
 

1) The NWFP is working and proposed amendments will undermine that success 
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According to agency science, “Twenty years a,er implementa1on of the NWFP in 1994, net 
changes in the amount of older forests on federal lands managed under the Plan’s guidance 
have been small (a 2.8 to 2.9 percent decrease). This occurred despite losses from wildfire (4.2 to 
5.4 percent), 1mber harvest (1.2 to 1.3 percent), and insects or other causes (0.7 to 0.9 
percent), sugges1ng that processes of forest succession have compensated for some 
of these losses.” They also found that “Losses from wildfire were about what was expected when 
the Plan was designed.”(Davis etal 2015)  
 
Addi3onal research reviewing the results of the NWFP ajer 25 years of implementa3on came to 
similar findings, but mature forest had slightly increased on the scale of the NWFP during the 
25-year period. Despite mature and old-growth forest losses from wildfires, natural 
disturbances and commercial logging, forest succession on the landscape scale had begun 
recrui3ng addi3onal old-growth habitat and the plan was working. (Davis. 2022)  
 
This same research found that “Given that we are only one quarter into a 100-year plan, nothing 
in these findings suggests that desired outcomes are unaTainable over the next 75 years.” Thus, 
one must wonder, why is the agency intending to put these gains at risk with less restric3ve 
3mber policy. The same paper also found that results “were consistent with expecta1ons for 
OGSI 80 abundance, diversity, and connec1vity outcomes for this period of 1me. For OGSI 200, 
these outcomes were slightly degraded.” (Davis. 2022). 
 
Scien3sts also conducted a 25-year review of the NWFP and its impact on watershed condi3ons, 
and found “widespread and incremental improvements.” The conclusion to this study found that 
“Overall, these findings indicate that a quarter century of broad-scale forest recovery combined 
with targeted forest, road, and stream management under the NWFP have led to ac1ons and 
observable out comes that improve watershed condi1on.” (Dunham etal . 2023). The same 
research also found that canopy cover had recovered slightly, large tree density near streams 
had increased, and forest structure in 80-year-old stands now contained more old-growth 
characteris3cs than when the plan was ini3ated. (Dunham etal. 2023).  
 
The findings of these reviews are well known to the agency, yet in the NOI they claim,  
 “large, uncharacteris1c wildfires have resulted in losses of mature and old growth forests 
elimina1ng gains achieved in the first 25 years of implementa1on of the NWFP.” The agency’s 
own research demonstrates that this statement is untrue and shows that losses associated with 
fire and other natural disturbances are within the range iden3fied in the original NWFP and the 
succession of mature forests is beginning to compensate for those losses on a landscape scale, 
just as the plan intended. (Davis. 2022).  
 
Small declines in mature and old-growth habitat were an3cipated in the first few decades of the 
NWFP, but the analysis also expected the restric3ons on mature and old forest logging in 
reserve areas to compensate for those losses over 3me. Ul3mately, if implemented as intended 
old-growth forests would increase over the 100-year period envisioned in the plan, growing our 
na3ons carbon stocks and old-growth forests. Given the changing climate, the con3nued decline 
of the northern spoYed owl, barred owl invasion, the con3nued decline of fisheries, and other 
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impacts not considered in the original NWFP, we believe addi3onal restric3ons on logging, as 
well as addi3onal habitat protec3ons will be needed to meet the NWFP’s long-term goals.  
 
We are par3cularly concerned that the proposed NWFP amendments will undermine these 
posi3ve developments and alter the trajectory of this currently successful land management 
plan. 
 

2) Any amendments to the NWFP must comply with and incorporate the goals of 
President Bidens ExecuLve Orders (EO) #14072 and #14008, as well as the subsequent 
NaLonal Old-Growth Amendment. 

 
It appears that the proposed NWFP amendments and the approach to management proposed is 
inconsistent with the protec3on of mature and old-growth forest outlined in EO #14072 and the 
Na3onal Old-Growth Amendment. This policy direc3on requires the agency to protect and 
expand mature and old-growth forest habitat for the benefit of climate mi3ga3on, as well as 
other ecosystem services. Yet, it appears that the NWFP amendment is working in the opposite 
direc3on, by proposing to increase 3mber produc3on, reduce limita3ons on logging in mature 
and old-growth stands and drama3cally reduce or render meaningless the current NWFP 
reserve system including LSR forest. We cannot support these proposals and find them 
altogether inconsistent with President Biden’s EO 14072 and the Na3onal Old-Growth 
Amendment.  
 
We are also concerned that reducing habitat protec3ons as proposed is inconsistent with 
President Biden’s EO #14008 suppor3ng the 30X30 ini3a3ve. The administra3on has stated a 
goal of protec3ng 30% of the countries land and waters by 2030, and we are concerned that the 
Forest Service is headed in the opposite direc3on. The agency aggressively opposes nearly any 
level of habitat protec3on that reduces their “flexibility” and discre3on. Yet, these protec3ons 
have been put in place specifically because the agency has historically been unable to behave 
responsibly and maintain important biological values on the landscape, while also managing for 
3mber and other extrac3ve resources. The problem addressed by protec3on is the lack of 
discre3on prac3ced by the agency and its inability to self-impose meaningful restric3ons that 
maintain our environment.  
  
The reality is that without the NWFP the agency would have liquidated or severely damaged all 
mature and old-growth forests outside Wilderness Areas, Na3onal Monuments, Research 
Natural Areas and Inventoried Roadless Area long ago. Increased discre3on to log mature and 
old-growth forest (par3cularly in reserve networks) is not consistent with EO #14072, EO 
#14008, or the Na3onal Old-Growth Amendment.  
 
The plan amendments must increase habitat protec3on on the landscape scale and specifically 
increase protec3ons for mature and old-growth forest. Any proposal to do otherwise is 
inconsistent with agency and administra3on policy and must be corrected. We propose the 
con3nued and more stringent protec3on of all stands over 80 years of age, protec3ng them 
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from commercial logging in both dry and wet forest habitats. We also proposed the reten3on of 
all trees over 21” diameter, on all land use alloca3ons and in all stand ages. 
  
The goals and objec3ves of EO 14008 and 14072 promote a climate, forest and public land 
policy focused on u3lizing natural climate solu3ons, preserving natural habitats, protec3ng 
important carbon sinks, and restoring habitat that has been heavily degraded by past and 
current management prac3ces. We wholeheartedly support these goals, but believe more 
concrete, durable protec3ons for mature and old-growth forests and/or intact habitats must be 
enacted through this EIS process. 
 
 As demonstrated later in this comment (Appendix A & B) mature and old-growth forests on 
federal lands are not adequately protected and are regularly targeted for large tree logging, 
heavy canopy reduc3on, and habitat degrada3on. Addi3onally, protec3ng these forests is one of 
the most effec3ve climate mi3ga3on strategies available, with significant societal and 
conserva3on benefits (DellaSala et al., 2022., Birdsey et al., 2023., Law et al., 2018).  
 

3) The disLncLon between moist or dry forest is arbitrary, capricious, simplisLc and 
inconsistent with the exisLng environmental condiLons on the ground.  

 
The agency has dis3nguished arbitrary defini3ons of moist and dry forest that are simplis3c and 
inconsistent with the exis3ng condi3ons on the ground, yet significantly influence management 
ac3ons. In reality, many forests are not quite wet and not quite dry, depending on slope 
posi3on, exposure, hydrology, geologic condi3ons, microclimate condi3ons, and localized 
weather paYerns. Forests make transi3ons, and West side forests, especially at the southern 
end of the NWFP planning area can include a diverse and fine grained mosaic of moist and dry 
plant communi3es jumbled together and growing adjacent to each other.  
 
Conver3ng naturally moist forest habitats to “dry” forest standards, even if spa3ally small or 
jumbled up with other forest associa3ons is not restora3on, does not represent responsible 
forestry and will not reduce fire risks. Addi3onally, it will badly damage northern spoYed owl 
habitat because these moist forest associa3ons within the dryer forests to the south are the 
most likely to persist, most likely to develop the layered canopy necessary for northern spoYed 
owl nes3ng, roos3ng and foraging habitat, and are most likely to store large quan33es of carbon 
on this landscape.  
 
To degrade these condi3ons and treat these areas as if they were dry forests would reduce or 
eliminate the older, more resilient moist forest characteris3c, reduce climate refugia and reduce 
connec3vity on the landscape scale. By removing canopy cover, reducing structural complexity, 
reducing future snag and downed wood recruitment, elimina3ng layering, and conver3ng these 
moist stands to open “dry” forest treatment standards much will be lost, including some of the 
best northern spoYed owl habitat in the region and some of the most diverse conifer forests in 
the world.      
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In the Klamath-Siskiyou Mountain we rou3nely see moist or transi3onal forests iden3fied as 
“dry” despite receiving over 50” of rain per year or more, and being dominated by Douglas fir, 
incense cedar, and at 3mes, even Port Orford cedar plant associa3ons. Stands with western 
azalea, western rhododendron, salal, vine maple and other cool, moist or coastal understory 
species are ojen defined as “dry forest”, making the dis3nc3on meaningless.  
 
Addi3onally, many transi3onal habitats can be found where these plant associa3ons merge with 
sugar pine, ponderosa pine and mixed hardwood habitats include madrone, chinquapin, live 
oak, and deciduous oak species. These transi3onal habitat are neither moist or dry, but share 
characteris3cs of both. They are something in between, but will be forced into a box under the 
proposed NWFP amendment and if deemed “dry” heavily logged.  
 
In southwestern Oregon and northwestern California forests are far too diverse to correctly map 
and describe at the scale proposed. The region’s mosaic of moist, dry and/or transi3onal 
forests, especially at the coarse scale of the NWFP is just not well captured and therefore will 
not be managed for. Future amendments and NEPA planning must reflect this diversity and the 
transi3onal nature of many forest habitats. Many of the federal forests in southwestern Oregon 
and northwestern California simply don’t fit in either category. To state the obvious, there are 
more than two kinds of forests in western Oregon, western Washington and northwestern 
California.  
 
Forcing our forests into essen3ally two structural condi3ons and simplifying the composi3onal 
make up of these stands will have las3ng and currently unanalyzed impacts on watersheds, fire 
risks, climate refugia, connec3vity, biodiversity, forest resilience, spoYed owl habitat, and scenic 
values. We suggest that such black and white characteriza3ons of Pacific Northwest forests is 
simplis3c and unhelpful. Yes, both dry and moist forests exis3ng in the area, but so do dozens of 
important habitats and plant communi3es including a myriad of varia3ons among them. The 
moist and dry dis3nc3on, on the scale being analyzed is being given far too much weight in this 
process and will so heavily influence management that inaccurate designa3ons will lead to 
extensive long-las3ng impacts and heavy commercial logging in “dry” forest stands.  
 
We believe it is more important to mandate the protec3on of carbon rich trees and forests, 
manage for older age classes, forest complexity, and late successional characteris3cs. These 
condi3ons are more beneficial for watersheds, wildlife, fire resilience, carbon storage, climate 
refugia, connec3vity and climate mi3ga3on. By coupling these protec3ons with a program that 
encourages managed wildfire, cultural and prescribed fire, fire risks would be reduced over 
3me. Biodiversity would increase, carbon would be stored on the landscape, and the areas 
northern spoYed owl habitat could be maintained. The EIS must analyze these issues and 
iden3fy a conserva3on alterna3ve that protects old trees and forests wherever they might 
occur.  
 

4) Probable sale quanLty must be reduced or eliminated to be sustainably managed with 
other mulLple use objecLves including biological values, wildlife values, fisheries, 
recreaLonal values, cultural values, etc.  
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While the original Probable Sale Quan3ty (PSQ) for the NWFP was set at an unsustainable 1.2 
billion board feet that level of harvest was quickly re-evaluated and never fully implemented. 
This is largely because the agency cannot sustain this level of harvest while also sustaining other 
important mul3ple use values including biological values, wildlife values, fisheries, recrea3onal 
values, cultural values and other uses. For decades the old-growth was liquidated at the 
expense of these values and a balanced mul3ple use management agenda must now be 
implemented that sustains and in fact priori3zes the need to maintain other ecosystem values.  
 
The level of harvest originally proposed was also never implemented because it was not and s3ll 
is not socially acceptable. Many of the communi3es around the West transi3oned away from an 
unsustainable 3mber economy and are instead now focusing on ecosystem services, quality of 
life, recrea3on, tourism, agriculture, etc. These communi3es have culturally and economically 
moved on and are now inves3ng in the aYributes of their region that bring visitors, businesses 
and jobs to the region. In many cases, these aYributes are impacted, not enhanced by a more 
robust public land logging sector. Especially ajer all the automa3on in the 3mber industry, 
these economic drivers provide more jobs, a more sustainable future for these communi3es, a 
higher quality of life, a healthier environment, and a far stronger conserva3on and stewardship 
ethic with far fewer biological and climate related impacts.  
 
In many communi3es weakening the NWFP and its conserva3on-based protec3ons will also 
weaken our economy and undermine the investments these communi3es have made to build a 
sustainable future. Fishing guides, bed and breakfasts, Air B’n’B’s, farm stays, farms, vineyards, 
wineries, backcountry guide services, hun3ng guides services, rajing services, outdoor 
recrea3onal businesses, ameni3es based businesses, hospitality, food services, brew pubs, etc 
would all be impacted if public land logging was increased and the protec3ons in the NWFP 
were minimized. Ajer decades of adjus3ng culturally and economically, a transi3on back to 
heavy industrial logging on public lands would do much more harm than good to many rural 
communi3es, as well as the urban communi3es that are gateways to them.  
 
At the same 3me, climate condi3ons are changing and the importance of intact forests as 
carbon sinks and climate refugia is much beYer understood that in 1994 when the Forest Plan 
was developed. From this perspec3ve it is undeniable that we have and will benefit greatly from 
the fact that the PSQ was never fully implemented. Addi3onally, for these very reasons, the PSQ 
should be reduced or eliminated. Allowing land managers to implement commercial treatments 
if and when biologically necessary and scien3fically jus3fied, rather than to meet arbitrary and 
unsustainable 3mber targets.  
  

5) Proposed Plan Amendments will bring back the Lmber wars and destabilize our 
communiLes.  

 
Our organiza3ons and the communi3es we represent in southwestern Oregon and 
northwestern California have long been at the frontlines in the struggle to protect old-growth 
forests on federal lands. As rural organiza3ons opera3ng in southwestern Oregon and northern 
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California many of our staff and supporters lived through the “3mber wars” of the 1990s and 
our communi3es are only now star3ng to fully heal. In the 1990s, the loss of ecosystem services 
associated with old forest logging and the cultural conflict it triggered shaYered our 
communi3es, which have been mended by the approval and implementa3on of the NWFP.  
 
Rather than destabilizing many communi3es, the reduc3on in unsustainable logging prac3ces 
on federal lands allowed these communi3es to find other, more sustainable op3ons. As 
described earlier the NWFP played a significant role in allowing our communi3es to transi3on 
from an unsustainable logging economy based on mature and old-growth 3mber, to one based 
on recrea3on, restora3on, ameni3es, quality of life, etc. It is heart breaking to see our 
communi3es go through the social/poli3cal/economic turmoil of the “3mber wars,” make the 
difficult, but necessary economic transi3on and now be thrown back into this polarizing conflict 
by proposed plan amendments. Many of our communi3es have moved on, yet the Forest 
Service seems stuck in the past and is focused on 3mber produc3on as the main economic 
driver.  
 
For many communi3es surrounding Na3onal Forest land public land, logging is a hinderance to 
the economy and emerging economic sectors. An increase in logging on public lands, in NWFP 
reserves, mature and old-growth forests will be welcoming the protest, the li3ga3on, the road 
blockades, the social turmoil, and animosity of the 3mber wars, back into our communi3es. We 
have moved on and are shaping a new economy, please don’t pull us back into a polarizing past.  
Help us build this more sustainable future based on recrea3on, scenery, and in places non-
commercial, process based restora3on.  
 
The proposed plan amendments will bring back the 3mber wars back to many rural 
communi3es, by loosening restric3ons on old-growth logging, weakening reserve networks and 
once again opening up significant loopholes that will lead to controversial mature and old-
growth logging projects. Socially and poli3cally, it will create the same problems as the past, 
destabilizing our communi3es and economies all over again. There is no need for increased 
3mber harvest from a biological perspec3ve, and if the agency would more significantly invest 
in recrea3on, many communi3es would prosper. The EIS must consider the areas real economic 
drivers, the outdoor recrea3on economy, the economic value of spectacular public land scenery, 
and the quality of life this approach leads to. It must also be very careful not to reopen the 
wounds and the conflict of the 3mber wars. No one benefits from another social/poli3cal 
conflict at that scale.   
 

6) Sideboards are needed to protect mature and old growth forests and trees and carbon 
storage. 
 

Informa3on provided in this comment demonstrates that mature and old forest logging on 
federal lands remains a significant impact to our na3on’s forests and climate resilience. These 
forests are dispropor3onately important in both storing and accumula3ng carbon and mi3ga3ng 
the impact of climate change. Yet, nearly every federal land vegeta3on management project or 
3mber sale our organiza3ons have tracked in the last 20-30 years have included a significant 
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mature and old-growth forest component, and these ac3vi3es are both degrading and 
diminishing mature and old-growth forest habitat on federal lands. These projects are also ojen 
implemented or proposed under the guise of fuel reduc3on, forest restora3on or fire resiliency, 
yet ojen have the opposite effects.    
 
Although the current status quo includes the rou3ne targe3ng of rela3vely intact old forests and 
large, old trees for logging in almost every federal 3mber sale. The current climate and 
biodiversity crisis necessitates a new, more responsible approach that protects and preserves 
carbon storage and climate refugia on federal forest lands. This approach is outlined in Birdsey 
2023 using a regionally adjusted stand age and diameter threshold. These metrics for reten3on 
are easily iden3fied, tracked and monitored on the ground, allowing for realis3c and effec3ve 
implementa3on in a wide variety of forest types (Birdsey. 2023).  

 
We believe, based on years of experience monitoring federal land 3mber sales and reviewing 
the best available science, that the best way to protect stored carbon, maintain climate refugia, 
support resilience and preserve large, old trees is to designate age and diameter limits for 
commercial logging on all federal lands, and to protect Na3onal Carbon Reserves where logging 
will not take place. Only this approach of protec3on, coupled with strong sideboards for all 
vegeta3on management projects will preserve and restore carbon rich forest habitats on federal 
lands. Although the agency goes out of its way in environmental analysis documents leading to 
this No3ce of Intent to avoid using the term logging, it is board footage requirements under the 
Probable Sale Quan3ty (ASQ) that are driving forest management prac3ces on Forest Service 
lands. This near singular focus on 3mber produc3on is a significant contribu3ng factor to our 
overall carbon emissions, biodiversity loss, and habitat degrada3on. It is also one of the most 
conten3ous social issues on public lands.  
 
All forest management projects on Forest Service lands with a commercial logging component 
including those called restora3on, fuel reduc3on or forest resiliency projects must include 
robust, science-based sideboards protec3ng mature and old-growth forests and trees with a 
regionally adjusted stand age and diameter threshold. This should be codified in every Forest 
Plan maintaining and protec3ng stands over 80 years of age as Na3onal Carbon Reserves, while 
retaining all trees over 21” DBH in younger stands as a minimum standard.   
 

7) Carbon emissions and habitat destrucLon associated with commercial logging are far 
more significant than those from natural disturbance processes, including wildfire, 
insects and wind combined. 
  

Mature and old-growth forests and the large trees within these forest habitats play an outsized 
role in both storing and accumula3ng atmospheric carbon (DellaSala., 2022, Stephenson et al., 
2014, Mildrexler et al., 2020). Protec3ng mature and old-growth forests and trees can help to 
mi3gate old forest loss and can facilitate the matura3on of mid-size trees and mid-successional 
forest into large diameter classes and more mature successional stages. (Moomaw et al. 2019) 
2019These values are important from a climate, habitat and watershed perspec3ve. At the 
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same 3me logging these stands can create a significant and long las3ng “carbon debt” that 
takes decades or centuries to restore or “repay” (Moomaw et al. 2019; Law et al., 2022). 
 
Research demonstrates that na3onal and regional es3mates of emissions associated with 
commercial logging are 5-10% greater than emissions from natural disturbance processes, 
including wildfire, insects, and wind combined (Harris et al., 2016., Law et al., 2018).  In fact, 
research in Oregon demonstrates that the logging and forest products industry is the single 
largest source of emissions in the state, cons3tu3ng an incredible 39% of the states total 
emissions (Law et al. 2018). Protec3ng mature and old growth forests is extremely important 
because even when threatened by natural disturbances associated with climate change there is 
substan3al evidence that old-growth forests can con3nue to maintain or increase carbon stocks 
if adequately protected (Stephenson et al., 2014, Law et al., 2018., Lesmeister et al., 2021).  This 
is par3ally because significant carbon remains in standing snags even ajer high severity 
wildfires and other natural disturbance events. In most cases carbon is simply transferred from 
live vegeta3on to dead standing material where it can be stored for long periods of 3me 
(Stenzel et al., 2019., DellaSala. 2020.). It is also because mature and old forests are the most 
resilient habitats on the landscape with significant natural fire resistance.  
 
The NWFP amendments must work to maximize carbon storage on federal lands as a natural 
climate solu3on.  This must also include protec3ons for all mature and old-growth forests and 
trees remaining on federal lands including Forest Service lands. This objec3ve can be achieved 
by following the approach iden3fied in recent research using regionally adjusted stand age and 
diameter thresholds.  
 
This approach would protect between 36% and 68% of total carbon in all trees in a 
representa3ve selec3on of 11 Na3onal Forests. Carbon accumula3on of live above-ground 
biomass from mature stands and large trees was also 12%-60% of the total accumula3on in all 
trees. (Birdsey et al., 2023). At the tree level, the largest trees in old-growth forests may 
represent just 1% of all stems yet store at least 40% of the above-ground carbon (Stephenson et 
al. 2014., Lutz et al., 2018., Mildrexler et al., 2020). Likewise, recent research found that the 
carbon stocks for large trees in mature stands accounted for between 41% and 84% of total 
carbon storage, while total carbon accumula3on from large trees in mature stands accounted 
for between 53% and 71% (Birdsey et al., 2023).  
 
Addi3onal research on Na3onal Forest lands in dry forests of eastern Oregon demonstrated that 
large trees over 21” diameter made up only 3% of the trees in the forest, but stored 42% of the 
above ground carbon (Mildrexler et al., 2020). These studies demonstrate the importance of 
large trees and mature forests in both storing and accumula3ng carbon, and mi3ga3ng climate 
change. 
 
At the stand level, old-growth forests store 35% to 70% more carbon, including in soils, when 
compared to logged stands (Keith et al., 2009; Mackey et al., 2014; Mayer et al. 2020).  Old-
growth forest stands may also act as a natural buffer against extreme climate condi3ons (De 
Frenne et al., 2013; DellaSala et al., 2015; Frey et al., 2016; BeYs et al., 2017, Xu et al., 2022). At 
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the watershed level, old-growth forests maintain hydrological cycles (Perry and Jones., 2016; 
Crampe et al., 2021), while in the Pacific Northwest, old-growth forests may func3on as fire 
refugia in large wildfire complexes (Lesmeister et al., 2019).   
 
Addi3onally recent research demonstrates that 3mber harvest is by far the largest contributor 
to tree mortality in the West, with 3mber harvest in Oregon and Washington being the single 
largest source in all 11 states. (Berner.2017) Other papers have shown that cumula3ve mortality 
following 3mber harvest and wildfire, is higher in thinned stand than in stands subject to only 
wildfire (Hanson 2022, Baker. 2022). 
 
Maintaining ecological integrity and managing federal lands consistent with EO 14008 and 
14072 requires the agency to protect all exis3ng mature and old-growth forests and trees, while 
restoring planta3ons stands and young forests heavily altered by previous logging ac3vi3es. This 
creates a true na3onal carbon/climate strategy, using the most effec3ve natural solu3on we 
have; mature and old-growth forests. We recommend allowing mature stands to develop 
through natural process into old-growth forests, maintaining exis3ng old-growth forests by 
commisng to not logging them, and managing young stands (less than 80 years) to more 
quickly develop mature and late successional characteris3cs. All stands over 80 should be 
protected from logging and all trees over 21” DBH should be retained.  

 
8) Increase the use of conservaLon-based land use allocaLons to achieve climate and 

biodiversity goal, as well as 30X30 goals on public lands.  
 
Scien3st across the planet are recommending bold ac3on to face the ecological threats of our 
3me. To be successful, this ac3on must include increased habitat protec3ons through the use of 
conserva3on-based land use alloca3ons including increased protec3ons for expanded 
Inventoried Roadless Areas including recommending them to congress for Wilderness 
Designa3on, the designa3ng of new or addi3onal Botanical Areas, Research Natural Areas, 
Special Interest Areas, Backcountry Areas, Connec3vity Corridors and Na3onal Carbon Reserves 
intended to store carbon in natural ecosystems and mi3gate climate change. A significant 
increase in all these land use alloca3ons is required to address the climate and biodiversity crisis 
and is consistent with President Biden’s recent Execu3ve Orders 14008 and 14072. These 
designa3ons can also be used to protect mature and old-growth forests under the Na3onal Old-
Growth Amendment. Upcoming Forest Plans should require an increase in exis3ng 
conserva3on-based land use alloca3ons and the designa3on of new alloca3ons such as Na3onal 
Carbon Reserves and Connec3vity Corridors on Forest Service lands. Protec3ng mature, old-
growth, and primary forests, as well as new Wilderness Areas, Botanical Areas, Research Natural 
Areas should be a top priority in upcoming management plans and could be supported by a 
strong conserva3on stance in this NWFP amendment.  
 

9) NaLonal Carbon Reserves should be designated and protected in all mature and old-
growth forests. 
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All mature and old-growth forests iden3fied in the recent federal inventory should be protected 
as Na3onal Carbon Reserves. These areas should be protected from the impact of federal land 
logging ac3vi3es and managed to maximize carbon storage by encouraging more mature, late 
successional and old-growth forest habitats or characteris3cs. Logging including the types of 
commercial thinning ojen implemented on Forest Service land, releases far more carbon than 
natural disturbance processes such as drought, bark beetle mortality or wildfire effects and 
logging also produces far more cumula3ve mortality in the 11 Western states (Berner. 2017).  
 
President Bidens recent Execu3ve Order on forests directs the agency to protect mature and 
old-growth forests habitats and maximize carbon storage in natural forest environments as a 
climate solu3on. Implemen3ng this policy direc3on requires protec3ng mature and old-growth 
forests from commercial logging in Na3onal Carbon Reserves.  
 
By protec3ng both mature and old-growth forests, currently mature forests will be allowed to 
grow into complex late successional or old-growth habitats, facilita3ng  the recruitment of 
addi3onal old-growth forests over3me (Moomaw. 2019). It has also been proven that mature, 
late successional and old-growth forests are far more resilient to wildfire and climate effects 
than managed forest allowing them to be more persistent despite climate impacts (Bradley. 
2016., Lesmeister. 2019., Zald. 2018., Lesmeister. 2021). 
 
Addi3onally, research has shown that far more acreage and northern spoYed owl habitat is 
degraded under the current ac3ve management strategy than is affected by wildfire effects 
(Odion.2014). Researchers have shown that over a 20 year period in 11 western states only 2-
4.2% of fuel treatments were likely to encounter a moderate to high severity fire (Rhodes & 
Baker. 2008). Other researchers have also shown that less than 1% of fuel treatments coincide 
with wildfire each year and only 10-20% will encounter wildfire while s3ll effec3ve due to 
regrowth and the establishment of woody vegeta3on (Schoenaggel. 2017 & BarneY. 2016). 
Finally, research in the southern Cascade Mountains and in other regions has shown that 
commercial thinning creates higher levels of tree mortality within treated units than wildfire 
alone. (Hanson. 2022., Baker. 2022) 
 
Designa3ng Na3onal Carbon Reserves would far more effec3vely mi3gate climate change and 
store carbon than ac3vely managing these lands for 3mber produc3on or “restora3on” forestry. 
It would also have addi3onal benefits to watersheds, water quality, habitat values, biodiversity, 
habitat connec3vity and the maintenance of climate refugia. This may be the single most 
important contribu3on the Forest Service could make towards mi3ga3ng climate change and 
serving the public interest. We strongly encourage you to protect and designate all mature and 
old-growth forests as Na3onal Carbon Reserves in the upcoming Forest Plans and exclude these 
habitats from commercial 3mber produc3on. Efforts should be made to protect all forests over 
80 years of age on Na3onal Forest land as Na3onal Carbon Reserves.  
 

10) Research Natural Area (RNA) designaLons should be increased on Forest Service lands 
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Research Natural Areas should be used to protect intact habitats throughout the Forest Service 
landbase and u3lized to protect intact na3ve environments as an environmental baseline from 
which climate change and its impact on na3ve ecosystems can be researched. RNAs should also 
be sufficiently large to allow for natural processes and a wide diversity of habitats. Research 
Natural Areas should be designated in high quality representa3ons of common na3ve 
ecosystems and in unique or rare plant communi3es or wildlife habitats with rare or threatened 
species or in unroaded areas between 1,500 and 5,000 acres in size.  
  
New Research Natural Areas could be designated as addi3ons to exis3ng RNA’s, as stand alone 
RNA’s or overlapping other designa3ons such as Connec3vity Corridors, Na3onal Carbon 
Reserves, Botanical Areas and other Special Interest Areas. Maintaining exis3ng RNAs and 
designa3ng a significant expansion to the RNA network should be a priority in the NWFP 
Amendment. This would protect old forests, maintain natural resilience, support biodiversity, 
and provide an outdoor classroom from which scien3st could conduct ecological research in 
rela3vely intact habitats.  
 

11) Botanical Area (BA) designaLons should be increased on Forest Service lands 
 

The NWFP is in many ways focused on forests, but it also addresses biodiversity and 
implemented the Survey and Manage protocol for rare plant and non-vascular species. Building 
off that founda3on, NWFP amendments should be designated to protect high value plant 
communi3es, unique habitats, rare plant species, and unusual plant associa3ons. Exis3ng 
Botanical Areas protect important areas but are ojen not adequately managed for the 
protec3on botanical resources or were designated in small areas that could benefit from 
significant expansion. Given the drama3c declines in biodiversity associated with climate 
change, industrial impacts, noxious weed spread, inappropriate motorized recrea3on and public 
land grazing, these lands are under threat despite previous Botanical Area designa3ons.  
 
Expansion of exis3ng Botanical Areas and future addi3ons to the Botanical Area network are 
necessary to maintain biodiversity and rare species. In many cases, like on the Rogue River-
Siskiyou Na3onal Forest and Klamath Na3onal Forest, Botanical Area Management Plans were 
never established as proposed in the original Forest Plan and designa3on process. Currently, 
stronger protec3ons and the establishment of the mandated Botanical Area Management Plans 
defining how these botanical resources will be preserved and protected are necessary on most 
Na3onal Forests.  
 
In addi3on, funding is needed to provide the botanical research, protec3on and enforcement 
measures necessary to adequately protect botanical areas from inappropriate impacts or to 
beYer understand these diverse, unique and rare plant communi3es. Funding could be included 
for caYle exclosures, allotment closures, off-road vehicle closures, and stronger regula3ons to 
eliminate impacts associated with federal lands logging, road construc3on and fire suppression 
impacts. We believe addi3onal emphasis, protec3on and enforcement is needed to achieve the 
stated objec3ves of exis3ng Botanical Areas.  
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We also support the protec3on of addi3onal Botanical Areas across Na3onal Forest lands to 
help mi3gate the biodiversity crisis and more comprehensively protect intact, rare, uncommon, 
or unique plant communi3es. The designa3on of new Botanical Areas could start with a public 
nomina3on process during Forest Plan comment periods, but could be strengthened by 
requiring new Botanical Areas in the NWFP revisions.  
 
The agency could also start by designa3ng all previous candidate Botanical Areas for designa3on 
and elimina3ng any non-compa3ble uses. Maintaining exis3ng Botanical Areas, expanding 
them, strengthening them and designa3ng new Botanical Areas should be a priority in all 
upcoming Forest Plans. This management direc3on should be documented in the NWFP 
amendments.   

 
12) Special Interest Area designaLons should be increased on Forest Service lands 

including the designaLon and protecLon of high value ConnecLvity Corridors & 
Climate Refugia 

 
The increased designa3on of Special Interest Areas in need of special management should be 
encouraged. Special Interest Areas can be focused on botanical values, like Botanical Areas, 
geologic values in Geologic Areas and recrea3onal values in other recrea3on based Special 
Interest Areas. These designa3ons address specific needs on the landscape and could be u3lized 
to increase designa3ons focused on biodiversity and climate resilience.  
 
In par3cular, new Special Interest Areas could emphasize the protec3on of climate refugia and 
connec3vity by designated Connec3vity Corridors and Climate Refugia in the NWFP 
amendment. These corridors and discrete refugia areas should include intact habitats and 
important habitat linkages providing for the migra3on and dispersal needs of plant and wildlife 
species aYemp3ng to find habitat under a changing climate. As habitats throughout the country 
shij and change with our climate, connec3vity between habitats will become increasingly 
important and should, along with forest protec3on and Na3onal Carbon Reserves, be a more 
prominent por3on of our na3onal climate strategy. In addi3on, climate refugia is vitally 
important in the maintenance of connec3vity, as the climate changes.  
 
Species seeking appropriate habitat condi3ons may need to shij their ranges to address the 
new reali3es including dispersing West and closer to the coast, by moving further north to avoid 
increasingly extreme clima3c events, by moving to higher eleva3ons, and by searching out the 
climate refugia s3ll remaining on the landscape.  
 
We whole-heartedly support the designa3on of a large Connec3vity Corridors and propose the 
Siskiyou Crest (on the Rogue River-Siskiyou and Klamath Na3onal Forest), as a premier 
Connec3vity Corridor designa3on in the Pacific Northwest and Northern California. The area 
connects the Cascade Mountain to the Coast Range and is the only east-west tending transverse 
range in the Pacific Northwest region. It also includes high quality connec3vity habitat linking 
high eleva3on subalpine habitats to low eleva3on valley and foothill communi3es, allowing for 
dispersal across the landscape and throughout a wide variety of ecosystems. The protec3on of 
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the Siskiyou Crest is a key climate solu3on with landscape scale implica3ons. It has also been 
iden3fied as maintaining regionally significant climate refugia habitat (Olson.2012). For these 
reasons, the region in its en3rety (at least on all federal lands) should be designated as one of 
the premier Connec3vity Corridors and Climate Refugia Areas on the West Coast. The Siskiyou 
Crest and other connec3vity pathways and regional climate refugia should be iden3fied and 
priori3zed for protec3on in the NWFP.  
 
Connec3vity Corridors should be used to connect mountain ranges, intact habitats, wilderness 
areas, and other conserva3on areas. They should also be sufficiently sized to accommodate 
natural disturbance processes and to connect broad ecosystems throughout the country. They 
should be u3lized to exclude these areas from habitat stressors which compound climate 
impacts including commercial logging, road construc3on, off-road vehicle use, public land 
grazing, and other anthropogenic impacts. They should also be designed to facilitate species 
dispersal and migra3on for both plant and animal species by suppor3ng intact wildlife habitats, 
plant communi3es, and unroaded areas.  
 
Climate Refugia could be found within designated Connec3vity Corridors or designated as a 
stand alone habitat. Climate refugia could include, but is not limited to high eleva3on areas, 
springs, wetlands, fens, and sphagnum bog habitats, cool moist forest associa3ons, canyon 
boYoms, north facing slopes and more specific habitats such as disjunct plant popula3ons 
currently found as range extensions for species more common in another, ojen cooler or more 
mesic region. These loca3ons have proven in some cases, over millennia to support condi3ons 
that are resilient to climate change. They are also repositories of biodiversity and refugia for 
species adapted to these more mesic, moist, or snowy condi3ons. Climate Refugia should be 
designated, along with larger Connec3vity Corridors in all upcoming Forest Plans and the 
mandate for their designa3on should be iden3fied in NWFP amendments.       
  

13) Recommend all Inventoried Roadless Areas for Wilderness designaLon 
 
The maintenance and protec3on of biodiversity, carbon stocks, habitat connec3vity and intact 
natural habitats could be drama3cally increased through the permanent and adequate 
protec3on of all Inventoried Roadless Areas (IRAs) on Na3onal Forest lands. U3lizing this EIS 
process, the agency should recommend Wilderness designa3on for these areas and encourage 
Congress to approve new Wilderness Areas and expansions to exis3ng Wilderness designa3ons. 
Pusng conserva3on on equal foo3ng with other mul3ple use objec3ves means designa3ng 
more lands as Wilderness and by extending the most stringent habitat protec3ons to the most 
intact lands remaining on public lands.  
 
Although these formal recommenda3ons do not actually protect these lands as wilderness, the 
exis3ng IRA protec3ons and official Forest Service recommenda3ons for Wilderness designa3on 
would priori3ze the protec3on of these lands to meet the 30X30 targets embraced in Execu3ve 
Order 14008. If the agency is serious about eleva3ng conserva3on to meet climate, connec3vity 
and biodiversity objec3ves, addi3onal Wilderness is absolutely necessary.  
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It is also currently the best assurance and most effec3ve land use alloca3on at excluding 
logging, mining, development, new road construc3on, damaging economic ac3vi3es, and other 
habitat stressors that compound the already significant impacts of climate change and best 
designa3on for protec3ng intact, undisturbed wildlife habitats and intact plant communi3es, 
Wilderness will also help to maintain habitat connec3vity and facilitate undisturbed species 
migra3on and dispersal in a changing climate.  
 
Unmanaged lands with intact biological legacies have proven to be effec3ve at buffering 
habitats from the worst effects of climate change (Lesmeister. 2019), while they have also been 
shown to support more natural fire regimes (Johnston. 2021), lower burn severity (Bradley etal. 
2016), and significant fire refugia (Lesmeister. 2019, Lesimeister. 2021). 
 
All Inventoried Roadless Areas should be reviewed for poten3al expansion and recommended 
for Wilderness designa3on. These recommenda3ons could be formalized administra3vely by 
expanding and recommending Inventoried Roadless Areas for Wilderness designa3on in 
upcoming Forest Plans. These recommenda3ons should also be formalized by providing 
stronger administra3ve protec3ons including Backcountry Area designa3ons for all unroaded 
lands with wilderness characteris3cs.  
 

14) Backcountry Areas should be designated and protected on NaLonal Forest lands.  
All areas maintaining wilderness characteris3cs on Na3onal Forest lands should be inventoried 
and protected in the upcoming Forest Plans. This should include all Inventoried Roadless Areas, 
unroaded areas adjacent to Inventoried Roadless Areas or Wilderness Areas, and stand alone 
unroaded areas that otherwise meet designa3on criteria. Areas both over 5,000 acres and 
smaller areas with dis3nct opportuni3es for solitude, intact habitats, and wilderness 
characteris3cs should also be consider for designa3on.  
 
These Backcountry designa3ons enacted through Forest Plans should also include 
recommenda3ons to congress for permanent Wilderness designa3on. Explicit language in the 
NWFP could support recommenda3ons for wilderness designa3on of all IRA’s and other 
unroaded lands.  
 
By designa3ng these areas in a comprehensive Backcountry Non-Motorized Area network the 
agency would be commisng to these areas protec3on with guidelines similar to the current 
Roadless Rule. Within each area wildland quali3es, biodiversity, and habitat connec3vity should 
be maintained and enhanced through rewilding efforts that include the designa3on of 
significant new Backcountry Non-Motorized Areas and the restora3on of any non-compa3ble 
uses or historic/legacy impacts (e.g road closures or oblitera3on, structure removal, etc.).  
 
These designa3ons would protect the area’s wildland quali3es, biodiversity and connec3vity 
habitat, and would set an example from which congress could act. They would also support EO 
14008 and the 30X30 Ini3a3ve embraced by the Biden Administra3on. Addi3onally, these 
protec3ons would support the goals of Execu3ve Order 14072 and the Na3onal Old-Growth 
Amendment by protec3ng the most intact, unaltered forest habitat remaining on public lands.  
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Yet, currently the Inventoried Roadless Area network has failed to adequately iden3fy, designate 
or acknowledge the actual unroaded acres on the Na3onal Forest landscape. Many of the 
original RARE inventories excluded important roadless areas, or por3ons of otherwise 
inventoried wildland habitats. In other loca3ons, roadless or wilderness-like habitats have 
developed since the RARE process and a combina3on of road blow outs, rewilding, neglect, 
and/or road decommissioning has or could expand most Inventoried Roadless Area. These 
processes could also merge or develop areas that did not maintain these characteris3cs when 
the RARE process took place. At any rate, current roadless area inventories underes3mate that 
actual extent of roadless Na3onal Forest lands in need of protec3on.  
 
Areas should be screened using established criteria including naturally appearing, untrammeled 
landscapes, opportuni3es for solitude, and the presence of habitats influence largely by natural 
process. Likewise, addi3onal areas not originally iden3fied should now be considered for 
Backcountry designa3on and for recommenda3on as Wilderness. This would include, but not be 
limited to smaller areas that could be merged through road decommissioning or deconstruc3on 
to create larger wildlands that meet roadless area criteria, all unroaded or intact areas adjacent 
to currently Inventoried Roadless Areas, and all unroaded or intact areas over 5,000 acres.  
 
Demand for Wilderness is currently extremely high, with many wilderness areas currently 
subject to permit systems. Due to overuse and the extreme popularity of wilderness recrea3on 
in these beau3ful regions, use has now been limited to protect the areas environment and the 
sense of space and solitude Wilderness protects. Expanding our wilderness system and 
increasing designa3on Backcountry designa3ons in upcoming Forest Plans will mi3gate these 
impacts, spread recrea3onal use across the landscape and benefit wildlife, biodiversity, and 
wildland values in some of the last undeveloped and non-industrialized landscapes on federal 
land.  
 
All unroaded areas down to 5,000 acres should be designated as Backcountry Non-motorized 
Areas on federal lands. These protec3ons would include significant unlogged, mature and old-
growth forest and would contribute in a significant way to the Na3onal Old-Growth Forest 
Amendment. Although the Forest Service cannot designate Wilderness Areas, they can 
recommend them to congress for Wilderness designa3on, and they can be designated in the 
upcomin as Designated Backcountry Areas and manage them to maintain wilderness values.  
 

15) AdapLve Management Area designaLons should be expanded and enhanced with 
stronger regulaLon and more consistent implementaLon. 

The Applegate Valley has been designated an Adap3ve Management Area since approval of the 
NWFP, but has been inconsistently implemented. The designa3on in the Applegate has been 
extremely useful in engaging the public and also in promo3ng more innova3ve, idiosyncra3c 
forms of forest management. Without the AMA designa3on it is extremely unlikely that forest 
managers would par3cipate with the public in a meaningful and collabora3ve manner. With the 
AMA such work is mandated and projects benefit greatly from public input.  
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Adap3ve Management Areas should be maintained and enhanced in the upcoming NWFP 
amendment by removing them from matrix lands and from the PSQ requirements. They should 
be used for encourage ecosystem management, rather than 3mber management and be used 
to demonstrate a more conserva3on oriented approach, as outline in this comment.  

 
16) The AquaLc ConservaLon Strategy must be strengthened and key watersheds 

expanded.  
The Aqua3c Conserva3on Strategy is one of the NWFPs most successful provisions, yet must be 
modernized to compensate for current and ongoing climate impacts. This means strengthen key 
watershed protec3ons and strengthening the Aqua3c Conserva3on Strategy. We also 
recommend expanding key watershed designa3ons to addi3onal areas including all fish bearing 
streams and all headwater streams.  
 
Addi3onally, no amendment should reduce the scope, scale, intent, or level of protec3on 
provided by the Aqua3c Conserva3on Strategy. If anything, provisions should be 3ghtened to 
address watershed impacts that are certain to occur in a changing climate and were not fully 
considered in the original NWFP.  
 
Addi3onally, the NWFP amendment should clearly iden3fy policies direc3ng Na3onal Forest 
managers to promptly and effec3vely address legacy sediment sources and fish passage 
concerns across Na3onal Forest lands, and par3cularly in fish bearing streams and key 
watersheds. If we are to maintain water quality, aqua3c species habitat and high-quality 
riparian habitats, the NWFP must indic3ve addi3onal habitat protec3ons, stronger protec3on 
measures, and a smaller road network.   
 

17) Maintain Survey and Manage 
 
Survey and manage is the cornerstone of biodiversity management in the NWFP and requires 
the agency to survey and ojen buffer rare, usual or sensi3ve species. This includes animals 
species, plant species, fungi, byrophytes, macroinvertebrate, and other species represen3ng the 
regions biodiversity. Survey and manage is absolutely necessary in addressing the biodiversity 
crisis and should be maintained in the NWFP amendments. Not only has the prac3ce of survey 
and manage protected exis3ng sensi3ve species popula3ons, but it has also drama3cally 
increased our scien3fic understanding of these species and of biodiversity in general. Survey 
and manage protocol should strengthen, not diminished.  
 
Addi3onal species should also be added to the list, which should be updated annually for each 
Na3onal Forest. Disjunct, rare, and endemic species should be priori3zed for protec3on under 
Survey and Manage protocol and addi3onal protec3ve measures should be considered to 
address the needs of these species. 
      

18) ProtecLon of complex early seral habitat is necessary 
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In the years since approval of the NWFP acknowledgement of the value provided by complex 
early seral habitat has steadily grown. Since natural disturbances such as fire and beetle 
mortality are natural throughout virtually all Forest Service lands, patches of fire killed, beetle 
killed, blown down, or otherwise disturbance effected habitats are far more than “devastated” 
forests, they are forests reborn.  
 
They contain excep3onal biodiversity, unique plant assemblages, browse, forage, berries, and 
abundant food for wildlife species ranging from deer and elk, to black bear and cougar, from 
song birds, to raptors, to owls. Most wildlife will find forage and/or find cover in the habitat as it 
rejuvenates young shrubs, trees, and for the first number of years wildflowers like one has 
never before seen. This creates a pulse of pollen, nectar, and flowering plants for na3ve 
buYerflies and bees, as well as a pulse of insects, snags and cavity habitats for white headed 
woodpeckers, black-backed woodpeckers. Black bear will roll in the ash, make dens in big 
burned out trees, gorge on berries and feast on grubs for years to come. Fox, coyote, martens, 
fishers, and wolverines will find burrows and dens in burned out snags and root cavi3es.  
 
These burned out snag forests, also provide carbon storage for long periods of 3me as the 
snags, slowly fall and decay. Large snags become downed wood which has incredible benefits to 
soils, mycorrhizal associa3ons, soil carbon, moisture reten3on and drama3cally aids natural 
forest and woodland regenera3on. Biochar is introduced into forest soils on a large scale, 
replenishing nutrients and storing carbon in very stable forms. This transi3on from mid to late 
successional and back to early seral has many biological benefits and for many species of plant, 
wildlife, fungi, or beetle it represents life, not loss. This stage is part of the cycle and a dynamic, 
diverse, and beau3ful ecosystem in its own right.  
 
These habitats are also important by providing con3nuity between life stages and maintaining 
biological legacies that become the founda3on for future forest complexity, produc3vity, and 
habitat quality. The snags and downed logs are not just dead trees, they are the key to the 
development of future forest habitats and should be maintained where the exist on the 
landscape.  
 
Post-disturbance logging should be significantly restricted in all habitats to facilitate natural 
vegeta3ve recovery and prohibited in LSR forest. Addi3onally, the massive scale “salvage” 
logging opera3ons currently being proposed on federal lands under the guise of public safety 
and roadside hazard logging are absurd unnecessary and enormously environmentally 
damaging. Proposals coming out include between 200’ and 500’ on the side of roads, ojen far 
more than can be credibly described as a roadside hazard and ojen on the downhill slope with 
almost no probability of falling in a road. These proposals also include logging along hundreds 
and even thousands of miles of road without regard for land use alloca3on including LSR, 
Riparian Reserve, etc. This prac3ce must stop and a more  
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18A) The EIS must adequately disclose and analyze both the value of complex early seral 
habitat and the impact of post-disturbance logging (including artificial reforestation) on 
forest succession/recovery/productivity  

To alter forest succession through post-logging and tree planting is not only unnecessary but 
also potentially detrimental to the forest’s development and regeneration. In a widely 
respected article on fire management authors recommended the following approach: First and 
“most critically” they recommend to “forego those activities that either cause additional 
damage, or prevent the establishment of native species, ecosystem processes, or plant 
succession. The avoidance of degradation is far easier than trying to rehabilitate degraded 
lands.” (Beschta, 2004). Instead they advocate for the restoration of fire suppression impacts to 
facilitate natural recovery, including the mitigation/ restoration of fire lines, helispots, road 
work to reduce sedimentation, replacement of culverts, spike camps, etc.  

Other authors and scientists tend to agree that no scientific study to date has substantiated 
claims that post-fire logging and tree planting promotes a resilient natural recovery of forest 
associations. On the contrary, post-fire logging tends to degrade soil, vegetation, and aquatic 
resources and decrease biodiversity, creating simplified plantation stands, not patchy and fire 
adapted native ecosystems. It does not facilitate forest development or reduce fuels.  

Post-fire logging hinders natural regeneration in many ways. It negatively effects nutrient 
replenishment by damaging, compacting, and eroding soil resources during falling and yarding 
operations. Post-fire logging can also cause “onsite impacts to early successional native plant 
species...where species are nitrogen fixers, (salvage) can significantly affect a major pathway of 
nutrient replenishment.” (Beschta, 2004)  

Perhaps the most obvious impact of post-fire logging is the removal of large standing snags. 
These snags and the large downed wood they provide have been identified as “keystone 
structures” providing habitat, building soil, recycling nutrition, holding moisture, stabilizing 
soils, harboring regeneration, providing microclimate, and protecting against temperature and 
climate extremes. (Perry 1997) “Large dead wood is one of the most obvious structural legacies 
of a natural disturbance, and a major reason why clearcuts are not the ecological equivalent of 
natural disturbance.” (Perry 1997) Post-fire logging will degrade this natural process and the 
rich post-fire landscape. Post- fire logging on the other hand, is the ecological equivalent of a 
clearcut and creates essentially the same structural condition, through the same management 
activities.  

In a very informative study following the 1987 Galice Fire in the Siskiyou National Forest, 
Michael Amaranthus found “tremendous quantities of water stored in class II and class III logs. 
Even after 77 days without rain and an intense wildfire,” the researchers literally wrung water 
out of downed logs which had 25 times more moisture on a weight basis than did soil samples. 
157% for class II and 199% for class III logs compared to 6% stored in the soil. The researcher 
suggests that this moisture after a fire event “may help pioneering plants become established 
where soil moisture is low”. They continue by stating that the “wood component becomes 
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critical when the dry sites are also low in nutrients.” as is much of Forest Service land in the arid 
West and even in the mountains of the West Coast.   

This same research identified the increased presence of feeder roots, ectomycorhizae 
associates essential to most woody plants, increased nitrogen availability due to 
ectomycorhizae associates, and increased availability of moisture in downed logs. The “wood 
component provides not only essential soil moisture, and nutrients, but also the means of 
utilizing them.” In this context downed woody debris is essential for “seedling growth after 
clearcutting and intense fire on droughty sites” and “a requisite for maintaining long term forest 
growth.” The author explains that “in the Klamath Mountains conifer seedling performance can 
depend on the ability of the soil to retain moisture and support nitrogen fixing and 
ectomycorhizal organisms. Removal of large amounts of organic material may result in difficult 
reforestation of these thin, droughty, and infertile sites.” (Amaranthus, 1990)  

The loss of large downed wood can be especially critical in the context of a stand replacing 
disturbance because “the pulse of large wood after the stand replacing disturbance is all the 
large wood that the recovering ecosystem is going to get for many decades or even a 
century...some of the deadwood legacy from the stand replacing disturbance will persist and 
fulfill important functional roles in the recovering forest from many decades and in the case of 
the largest and most decay resistant material for well over a century.” (Franklin. 2009). 
Obviously, post-fire logging, through the removal of the snag patches and especially the 
removal of large diameter snags is detrimental to forest diversity, succession, and recovery and 
should be avoided, especially in LSR forest, complex old stands and landscapes adapted to 
mixed or high severity fire, which is essentially the entire Forest Service landscape in the West.  

Likewise, areas supporting natural succession and natural fire regeneration are important and 
increasingly rare habitat types contributing significantly to regional biodiversity. This is 
especially true because “Relatively few large areas have been allowed to recover without major 
intervention after fire, limiting availability of “control” areas in ecological research. This is a 
particularly acute need in low elevation ponderosa pine forests” (Beschta, 2004, P.9). Much of 
the forest burned in the West and proposed for post-fire logging is Douglas fir, ponderosa or 
sugar pine habitat at relatively low elevations and should be allowed to recover naturally.  

Professor Jerry Franklin seems to agree stating in his comment on the Biscuit Fire salvage 
project that “naturally disturbed habitat that is undergoing slow natural reforestation—without 
salvage or planting—is the rarest of the forest habitat conditions in the Pacific Northwest. Yet it 
is increasingly evident from research such as at Mount St. Helens, that such large slowly 
reforesting disturbed areas are important as hot spots for regional biodiversity.” (Franklin. 
2004).  

18B) The EA failed to adequately disclose and analyze the impact of post-fire logging and 
replanting on fuel loading and future fire severity.  
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Many studies have also shown that post-fire logging and reforestation (e.g. planting) is 
associated with increased fire severity and fuel loading by encouraging dense regeneration of 
even-aged woody fuels and by depositing a pulse of logging slash across the forest floor. The 
combination Numerous studies have shown that the density and configuration of regenerating 
vegetation has more influence on future fire severity than any other factor, including downed, 
fire-killed trees. Additionally, a significant body of science exists to demonstrate that 
plantations are highly flammable. 

A recent literature review of twenty-one separate scientific papers found a link between post-
fire logging and replanting treatments and increased fire and fuel risks (J.D. McIver and L. Starr. 
2000). Other researchers found, “there is no scientific evidence that supports the claims that 
post fire salvage and replanting of conifers reduces the intensity or severity of subsequent fires. 
On the contrary, post fire salvage logging has been shown to actually increase future fire risks 
because of the buildup of fine combustible fuels in the short term.” (Strittholt, 2004, P. 6)  

A study of post fire logging in Oregon found salvage without slash treatment increased fine 
fuels by 3-13 tons per hectare (Duncan, 2002). This is highly significant to this project because it 
is unlikely that the KNF will dispose of logging slash in a timely manner, if at all, following 
logging operations.  

In a study conducted in the Biscuit Fire area researchers found the following key findings: 1) 
Salvage logging does not reduce reburn potential 2) Severe re-burn is driven by the structure of 
young vegetation and regeneration not by residual woody material from previous fire ( Donato, 
2008). The researcher stated that “ if the management objective is to reduce the risk of high 
severity reburn, post fire management of deadwood may need to focus on non-merchantable 
material, which makes up a large portion of residual deadwood and is the most available fuel.” 
Yet, with fire killed, old growth logs being sold for literally pennies per thousand board feet, 
small material will not pay its way off the hill and particularly in older stands is often not a 
significant stand component.  

It is clear to most all fire scientists and firefighting personnel that “heavy logging slash” Fuel 
Model 13, is the most problematic fuel, with the highest potential fire line intensity. Yet, 
treating this slash in the post-fire landscape has become increasingly difficult due to the sheer 
number of acres involved. It has also been shown that treating post fire logging slash can affect 
plant succession and thus forest regeneration. (Strittholt, 2004 P. 19) Likewise, treating logging 
slash in recently burned areas can increase erosion. (Strittholt, 2004 P. 26)  

After a wildfire, naturally recovering forests slowly build fine fuels allowing for various levels of 
decomposition and a diversity of wood structures and sizes. Most trees slowly lose fine fuels, 
such as small diameter branches and needles before falling to the forest floor and becoming 
“fuel.” When post-fire logging occurs a “pulse input of surface fuels resulting from salvage 
logging...may increase susceptibility to severe reburns in the early stages of forest 
development.” (Thompson, 2007). Many studies have shown a correlation between increased 
fuel loads, post-fire logging and replanting (Donato 2006, Thompson 2007, Lindemayer 2008).  
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Similar conclusions were found in research conducted during the 1987 Silver Fire in the SNF. 
This study showed that—the same structure created by post-fire logging and replanting—were 
much more likely to burn with intensity. 65% of “managed” stands experienced high severity 
impacts while only 25% of unmanaged stands were similarly impacted. (Perry. 1994, 1995, 
USDA. 1994) At the Gap Fire After Action Review on the Klamath National Forest, Terry 
Silverstro for the Fruit Growers Supply Company stated that 58% of plantation stands 1- 10 
years old were lost due to fire, 79% of plantations between 11-20 years old were lost, 33% of 
plantations between 21-30 years old and 31% of plantations over 30 years old were lost. These 
plantation stands were affected with high severity fire at much higher percentages than the 
remaining portions of the fire.  

One researcher stated that once unmanaged stands were mixed with a patchwork of plantation 
stands “the potential exists for a self-reinforcing cycle of catastrophic fires.” (Perry, 1995 b) An 
unpublished study of the Biscuit Fire found that areas salvage logged after the 1987 Silver Fire 
burned with twice as much high severity fire than in unsalvaged stands (Harma, 2003 P.82).  

In a separate review of the Silver Fire salvage, researchers found areas salvage logged burned 
16%-61% higher during the Biscuit Fire than in unsalvaged areas. He concluded that “the 
hypotheses that salvage logging followed by planting reduces burn severity is not supported by 
the data.” He found this to be true even in stands that were salvage logged and broadcast 
burned; this is due to the vegetative diversity and small gaps found in naturally recovering 
forests (Thompson, 2007). A similar conclusion was found by Donato (2006) who determined 
that residual dead wood does not influence reburn potential as significantly as does the 
structure of regenerating forest. Thus, even salvage logging with slash disposal disturbs natural 
recovery, creating dense plantation stands where fuel connectivity and fire severities are 
unnaturally high.  

In the KNF, research into the 1987 fires showed that “plantations were uniformly destroyed 
with few exceptions...the vast majority suffered complete mortality.” (USDA FS, 1994)  

Examination of the spatial pattern created by the 1987 KNF fires showed that tree plantations 
had twice as much crown fire as unmanaged stands. (Odion 2004) To further support these 
findings, analysis of the 1994 Dillion Fire on the KNF found plantations burned with more 
severity than unlogged stands. Plantations also created conditions that encouraged adjacent 
unlogged stands to burn with high severity and possibly encourage fire spread into areas that 
may not have otherwise burned (Key, 2000). This finding was evident on the south face of 
Copper Butte in the Abney Fire. Other authors agree that “reforestation goals should avoid 
establishing dense, uncharacteristic, “fully stocked” forests, thereby perpetuating the potential 
for uncharacteristic fire.” (Franklin and , 2009 P.68) Weatherspoon and Skinner came to similar 
conclusions in their study of the 1987 Hayfork Fires (Weatherspoon and Skinner, 1996).  

These scientific studies were conducted in ecosystems representative of National Forests 
throughout the west. Although just a small sample of the research showing the problems with 
post fire logging, they’re combined findings prove that post-fire logging generally leads to 
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increased fire and fuel risks, creating higher fire severity in future fire events. Post-fire logging 
tends to increase fine fuels through the creation of activity slash, by altering forest succession, 
and hindering natural recovery. Tree planting creates simplified plantation stands with 
excessive fuel loads and fuel connectivity. The practice encourages high severity fire effects. To 
claim post-fire logging will reduce future fuel risks and wildfire severity in the project area is 
unsubstantiated, unfounded, and contrary to the best available science.  

Yet, rather than acknowledge the science and the value of complex early seral habitat following 
fire, beetle outbreaks and other disturbance events the agency has con3nued to undermine the 
en3re LSR network with post-disturbance logging (including living or “green” tree removal) that 
reduces habitat complexity for decades to centuries going forward and regenerates biologically 
simplified planta3on stands that represent the region’s most acute fire risks. The reten3on of 
complex, early seral habitat should be priori3zed in the NWFP Amendments. Post-fire logging 
should be significantly restricted to include only valid roadside hazard logging no more than 1.5 
tree lengths on the uphill slope. Decisions should be made on a tree by tree basis and retained if 
they do not pose a risk to the road or public use on the road. Post-fire logging simplifies early 
successional forest habitats reducing them to planta3on-like stands which are incompa3ble with 
the management of late successional forest habitats or their development. Amendments in the 
updated NWFP should restrict all post-fire logging to the narrow excep3on above for public 
safety.  
 
 

19) The pace and scale of northern spobed owl habitat degradaLon must be dramaLcally 
reduced.  

 
As the northern spoYed free falls towards ex3nc3on in its compe33on for habitat with the 
barred owl, the Forest Service should not be removing more habitat in commercial logging 
opera3ons. The limi3ng factor on some levels remains habitat. Before the barred owl, we 
needed habitat for exis3ng species to repopulate and recover the species. This was facilitated in 
the NWFP through restric3ons on commercial logging and through the crea3on of the LSR 
network. Yet, ajer the barred owl, the need for dispersal is even more acute as exis3ng 
northern spoYed owl popula3ons shij to compensate.  
 
The Forest Service has responded to declining owl popula3ons the only way it appears to know 
how. With more logging as the so-called solu3on, with more intensive logging ac3vi3es that 
degrade, downgrade, or remove exis3ng suitable habitats in order to supposedly “develop” 
future, en3rely theore3cal habitat. This has led to a drama3c increase in habitat degrada3on 
throughout the Klamath-Siskiyou Mountains and likely throughout the northern spoYed owls 
range.  
 
Research conducted by Klamath Forest Alliance demonstrates the level at which habitat removal 
is occurring. For example, in the Klamath, Six Rivers, Mendocino, Shasta-Trinity, and Rogue-River 
Siskiyou Na3onal Forests, as well as the Medford District BLM the following habitat impacts 
occurred in just five years, between 2013 and 2018.  
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• 211 Northern spotted owl “take” permits ( the 2012 Recovery Plan estimated that 2,680 
northern spotted owl were present in the Klamath-Siskiyou Mountains region, 211 take 
permits accounts for 8% of the population in just 5 years)  

• 5,684 acres of nesting, roosting and foraging habitat (NRF) removed 
• 12,408 acres of NRF downgraded 
• 10,277 acres of NRF degraded 
• 5,104 acres of post-fire foraging 1 (previous NRF habitat) removed 
• 2,511 acres of post-fire foraging 2 removed 
• 10,263 acres of dispersal habitat removed 
• 5,270 acres of dispersal habitat degraded 
• A total of 51,517 acres of habitat negatively affected by project activities.  

(for more information this research: https://siskiyoucrest.com/2019/04/15/kfa-report-klamath-
siskiyou-northern/)  

This level of impact is unacceptable, is contribu3ng significantly to northern spoYed owl 
declines and habitat deficits, and must be corrected with addi3onal protec3ve measures 
including the expansion of the LSR network, the protec3on of all stands over 80 years of age 
and the reten3on of all trees over 21” DBH. It must also be addressed with a mortarium on 
northern spoYed owl downgrades and “take permits.    
 

20) The threat of mature and old-growth logging to the health and resilience of Forest 
Service lands Oregon and the need for addiLonal protecLons. 

 
We believe the agency must iden3fy meaningful protec3ons for mature and old-growth forests 
and trees in the NWFP and ensure that policy direc3on is sufficiently robust to ensure these 
protec3ons are codified in Forest Plans. The agency must also acknowledge the unsustainable 
and environmentally damaging nature of their current 3mber program and the regularity under 
which mature and old-growth forest is currently logged. Currently, this process has failed to 
address these scien3fic and environmental reali3es and is instead ignoring the contribu3on of 
Forest Service 3mber sales have to old-growth forest loss, climate/carbon cycles, biodiversity 
loss, and other impacts.  
 
For decades our organiza3ons have monitored federal land 3mber sales in southwestern 
Oregon and northwestern California and essen3ally every commercial logging project on either 
BLM or Forest Service lands has included a mature and/or old-growth logging component. 
These logging units have a profoundly nega3ve effect on the health and resilience of Forest 
Service lands and surrounding areas, they release significant and dispropor3onal levels of 
carbon into the atmosphere, degrade wildlife habitat, damage na3ve plant communi3es, ojen 
increase fire risks, and have been shown to reduce a stands resilience to climate change, 
wildfire, beetle outbreaks and noxious weed spread by altering microclimate condi3ons, 
encouraging young, dense, even aged growth, by disturbing soils, spreading noxious weeds, and 
degrading watershed values.  
 

https://siskiyoucrest.com/2019/04/15/kfa-report-klamath-siskiyou-northern/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2019/04/15/kfa-report-klamath-siskiyou-northern/
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Please see Appendix A at the end of this comment for a list of 3mber sales either proposed, 
approved or implemented on Rogue River-Siskiyou and Klamath Na3onal Forest lands since 
2010.  Every one of these 3mber sales contained or contains a significant mature and old-
growth forest logging component, all would or did drama3cally reduce canopy cover, 
significantly increase logging related carbon emissions, damage wildlife habitat, and increase 
fire risks. 
 
We provide this informa3on to demonstrate that the threat of mature and old forest logging on 
Forest Service lands is a real, prominent, and avoidable threat. Mature and old forest logging is  
s3ll the rule on Forest Service lands, not the excep3on. Where mature and old forests s3ll exist, 
they are being logged or proposed for logging. The targe3ng of mature and old growth trees 
and stands must be addressed with a rulemaking that prohibits these ac3vi3es and protects our 
last carbon rich, climate forests.  
 
Addi3onally in the Applegate River watershed there is a strong correla3on between commercial 
logging on BLM lands (including so-called “restora3on” or “forest health” 3mber sales) and 
elevated bark beetle mortality during conducive, episodic weather events. This same correla3on 
is now appearing on Forest Service thinning and “restora3on” projects including the flagship 
“restora3on” logging project, the Ashland Forest Resiliency Project (AFR) on the Siskiyou 
Mountains Ranger District, Rogue River Siskiyou Na3onal Forest.  Please read the following 
reports for more informa3on and incorporate these reports into this comment by reference:  
 
Bark Beetles, Timber and the BLM in the Applegate Valley: An Overview of Bark Beetle Science 
and Land Management on the Medford District BLM 

21) Plan Amendments must strengthen and expand, not weaken the LSR network through 
additional habitat protections 

As noted earlier the NWFP is working and largely due to the restriction place on logging and the 
development of the reserve network. Unfortunately, the threat of extinction for the northern 
spotted owl is more real than ever and climate change is altering habitat on the landscape 
scale. Now more than ever LSR forest is needed for all of the northern spotted owls life cycles. 
Designated specifically for the northern spotted owl, these areas are also intended to protect 
habitat for a wide variety of species needing late successional habitats. They are also intended 
to provide connectivity and to help protect watersheds. All are especially important under a 
changing climate and also provide important climate refugia habitats and stepping stones for 
species dispersal. 

The LSR network should be managed in the NWFP amendments to include all dry forest. All dry 
forests are best managed for late successional characteristics, which also translates into fire 
and climate resilience. Provisions to protect stands over 80 years of age are consistent with LSR 
management and should remain that way. Additionally, retention stands should require 
retaining all trees over 21” diameter.  
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22) Federal timber management activities in mature and old-growth forest habitats 
routinely implement prescriptions that increase fuel loading and reduce stand 
resilience.  

Forests throughout the Na3onal Forest system were heavily logged between 1950 and the late 
1990s damaging, degrading or elimina3ng mature and old-growth forest habitats na3on-wide. 
Yet, in most loca3ons, especially in dry forest associa3ons natural stands, not subjected to 
previous industrial logging are rou3nely priori3zed for logging “treatments.” This is largely 
because liYle commercial value remains in previously logged planta3on stands and very few 
could be commercially logged with economic viability. Thus, land managers are increasingly 
turning to unlogged mature and old-growth stands for 3mber produc3on and to meet their 
PSQ.   

 
In these areas, where less intensive commercial logging has occurred fuel loading and fire 
hazards are significantly less problema3c than in the adjacent clearcuts and shelterwood units. 
Yet, these planta3ons and logging induced thickets are rou3nely ignored to focus on 3mber 
produc3on from intact habitats and unlogged stands. The logging treatments generally 
proposed ojen reduce large trees and old forest canopy that is important in maintaining fire 
and climate resilience. In fact, the level of dense, young, even-aged, woody vegeta3on is ojen 
directly related to the level of overstory canopy retained in logging treatments. Overstory 
canopy suppresses understory growth and the heavy fire hazards found in many adjacent over 
logged stands. When the overstory is removed or significantly reduced (as is proposed in all 
Forest Service 3mber sales) fire hazards and woody regenera3on proliferates.  
 
The clearcuts and shelterwood units on Na3onal Forest lands demonstrate the most altered 
forest condi3ons on the landscape, with the least fire resistance or resilience. These condi3ons 
are outside the range of variability, while other more natural stands may be somewhat 
impacted by climate effects or fire suppression impacts, they are ojen within the range of 
variability. In many cases natural stands are s3ll developing the large old trees, old snags and 
large downed wood necessary to meet old-growth criteria, but these characteris3cs will be 
more readily developed through passive restora3on, purely non-commercial fuel or prescribed 
fire treatments, and the management of young, planta3ons stands to beYer set them on a 
trajectory towards old-growth or late successional condi3ons.  

 
Yet, it is in these natural stands, with commercially valuable 3mber that agency ojen focuses its 
“treatments,” not in the more altered and more flammable planta3on stands. Despite their 
highly flammable condi3ons, the clearcuts and shelterwood units are ojen not treated in Forest 
Service thinning projects due to the lack of 3mber value, while mature and old-growth stands 
are targeted for commercial thinning that produces substan3al 3mber volume. This 
demonstrates that these projects are not really about fire hazard reduc3on, but instead about 
3mber produc3on.  
 
It is also important to note that the Forest Service has tens thousands and thousands of acres of 
non-commercial fuel reduc3on and prescribed fire units authorized, but not implemented. The 
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backlog means that many so-called Vegeta3on Management Projects end up implemen3ng the 
3mber sale por3on of the project with nega3ve implica3ons for fuel and fire management, as 
well as northern spoYed owl habitats and forest resilience, but never fully implement the non-
commercial fuel component or prescribed fire component. This is common on Forest Service 
land across the country.  
 
We demand that Forest Service disclose the number of acres of non-commercial fuel reduc3on 
and prescribed fire approved in the past 15 years, but not fully implemented, na3on-wide. A 
number in acres must be provided as part of a valid NEPA analysis and the agency must disclose 
and consider the previous lack of follow through surrounding non-commercial implementa3on. 
Without this analysis and this public disclosure all Forest Service decisions considering the full 
implementa3on of non-commercial treatments are faulty, unsupported by recent evidence and 
invalid. 
  
In reality, many projects are being designed and implemented as a commercial 3mber sales that 
will increase fire hazards. They are ojen designed in this way to meet arbitrary and biologically 
unjus3fied PSQ targets and have virtually no other purpose. Although ojen iden3fied in the 
Purpose and Need as a secondary priority, it appears loopholes for this sort of logging are being 
promoted in the NOI, as long as logging for economic purposes is not the “primary purpose.” 
Our Na3onal Forests have a staggering backload of approved, but not implemented fuel 
reduc3on and prescribed fire treatments, demonstra3ng that many approved fuel treatments 
will likely never occur, but commercial treatments are almost always fully implemented.  
 
Star3ng in the 1990s and in response to the northern spoYed owl injunc3on and ESA lis3ng, the 
agency began aggressively thinning conifer forests throughout the West, supposedly to increase 
forest health and decrease fuel and fire risks. In the past 25 years, commercial thinning has 
occurred throughout the West and the associated canopy loss has triggered an aggressive 
understory response, drama3cally increasing fuel loads and woody regenera3on. Increased 
solar radia3on and exposure to drying winds has also raised ambient air temperatures, reduced 
rela3ve humidity and reduced fuel moisture content in many previously treated stands during 
the summer months. This makes these stands more flammable and more likely to sustain high 
levels of fire induced mortality during wildfire events. In fact, research conducted during the 
Biscuit Fire demonstrates that commercially thinned stands were almost twice as likely to 
experience high severity fire effects, then adjacent untreated areas (Raymond. 2005). 

 
Each fire season these stands are drier, hoYer, more exposed and sustain higher fuel loading 
due to historic commercial thinning opera3ons. According to Raymond 2005, this increase in 
fuel loading can ojen be aYributed to an increase in fine woody material created during 
commercial thinning opera3ons (Raymond. 2005). Addi3onally, recent research in northern 
California shows that thinning opera3ons followed by a large wildfire created more canopy loss 
and more cumula3ve mortality than in stands that experience fire alone (Hanson. 2022. & 
Baker. 2022). The agency fails to consider this cumula3ve mortality and the rela3ve importance 
of that mortality when the impact of logging is combined with the effects of regional wildfires or 
climate change.  
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Canopy condi3ons must recover in treated stands before fuel loading and structural condi3ons 
will again be within the range of variability. This will take 3me to recover, and either passive 
restora3on, non-commercial thinning, or prescribed, cultural or managed fire treatments 
designed specifically to recover historic large tree components and suppress understory growth 
would be most appropriate. These objec3ves would be met to a high degree if commercial 
logging was prohibited in stands over 80 years of age and large tree removal was curtailed with 
a 21” diameter limit in the arid West and in dry forest associa3ons. 

Although the agency ojen claims “benefits” from commercial logging to forest fuels, fire 
resilience, and fire risks, these claims are based on faulty analysis, overly op3mis3c 
assump3ons, and misapplied fire regimes. There is also a lack of monitoring data iden3fying the 
long-term results from commercial thinning opera3ons on Forest Service lands, thus these 
claims cannot be verified. Lacking long-term monitoring data and refusing to see the clearly 
nega3ve consequences of previous commercial thinning opera3ons, the agency plows ahead, 
impac3ng forest health and drama3cally reducing fire resilience with each addi3onal 3mber 
sale. Yet, as more land within the landscape is commercially “treated” the problem con3nues to 
grow.  

Researchers have ques3oned the efficacy of commercial thinning and manual thinning 
treatments in reducing fire severity (Faison. 2023, Della Sala. 2022). While recent scien3fic 
analysis has shown that “most inference about interven3on op3ons has been drawn from 
theory rather than empiricism.” (Prober. 2019). In fact, this massive literature review of 473 
studies found that the vast majority relied on ecological reasoning, untested theory, and 
modeling, while only 16% relied on empirical data. (Prober. 2019). The most recent ICCP report 
also shows that there is almost no evalua3on of the success of ac3ve management adapta3on 
approaches in the scien3fic literature (Parmesan. 2022). This demonstrates that the myth of 
thinning has taken on a religious fervor focused more on faith than empirical evidence. Faith 
does not sa3sfy NEPA requirements, does not cons3tute a valid scien3fic approach, and does 
not negate the reali3es on the ground or the lack of effec3veness for ac3ve management 
strategies. The agency cannot con3nue relying on dogma, an3dotal evidence, and wishful 
thinking to promote their mature and old-growth logging agenda, especially when these 
ac3vi3es are having the opposite of the intended results.    

Shrub response:  

The dras3c canopy reduc3ons proposed in most Forest Service 3mber sales (to 40% canopy 
cover or lower) will increase understory and ladder fuel loading by regenera3ng dense shrubby 
understory vegeta3on and young conifers in the years following “treatment.” The phenomenon 
is known as “shrub response” or “understory response” and is associated with canopy thinning, 
especially in mixed conifer systems with significant shrub and hardwood associates, like those 
specifically found in southwestern Oregon (Franklin/Johnson. 2009).  
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Interior forests in West support dry mixed conifer ecosystems with a high poten3al for shrub 
response. In both arid and rela3vely mesic forest condi3ons, canopy reduc3on will inevitably 
induce a significant shrub response. In fact, in their paper 3tled “Restora3on of Federal Forests 
in the Pacific Northwest: Strategies and Management Implica3ons” Jerry Franklin and Norm 
Johnson state that “poten1al shrub responses to reduc1on in stand density must be considered. 
Some dry mixed-conifer plant associa1ons have the poten1al to develop dense shrubby 
understories when light and moisture are made available by tree thinning; this is par1cularly the 
case in dry forests that exhibit more even-aged and dense structures.” 

Many forests targeted for “treatment”  by the agency support more even-aged, dense structure 
and dry condi3ons in mature and old-growth stands. The arid site condi3ons and abundant 
chaparral and hardwood communi3es will also contribute to shrub response, which is vigorous 
ajer commercial logging opera3ons. The authors con3nue “ the poten1al for developing 
undesirable levels of understory fuels need to be assessed on a stand-by-stand basis and 
prescrip1ons adjusted so as to reduce the risk of undesirable understory responses. Indeed, in 
some cases it may be desirable to maintain essen1ally full overstory cover, trea1ng only ladder 
fuels, and leaving all dominant and co-dominant canopy trees in place rather than risk 
enhancing ground fuels.” These recommenda3ons apply to forests across the West, yet were 
not been adequately addressed. Ac3on alterna3ves reflec3ng these recommenda3ons from 
Johnson/Franklin 2009 to retain canopy and all dominant and co-dominant trees should be 
incorporated into the proposed ac3on.  

There is a direct rela3onship between canopy reduc3on and understory shrub response, for 
example in the Bear Grub EA 2023, published by the Medford District BLM, the agency admits 
that “Alterna1ve 2 would create the most open condi1ons and may result in more rapid 
regenera1on of surface fuels, which may necessitate earlier and more frequent maintenance 
treatments.” (DOI. 2020. P. 59).  

Understory response is evident and common throughout the West, but maintenance of those 
fuels is infrequent and inadequate. In fact, nearly every treatment area iden3fied in recent 
NEPA analysis would create a compromised canopy (previously logged to below 50% canopy 
cover) and nearly all implemented units are currently undergoing a significant understory 
response. Dense, young, woody vegeta3on has developed in every canopy gap, while stands 
with higher levels of canopy cover and more large trees per acre tend to moderate understory 
shrub response and maintain lower surface fuel loading, which ojen contributes to significant 
fire severity. (Raymond. 2005).  

The process is rather simple, increased sunlight and growing space triggers understory shrub 
and conifer regenera3on. Likewise, soil disturbance associated with yarding ac3vity ojen 
pierces through the soil surface triggering germina3on of woody species that in turn, create 
dense ladder and understory fuel as they mature.  

This phenomenon has been noted by numerous recent studies examining fire effects and 
vegetation patterns in the Siskiyou Mountains. Two recent research articles studying in the 
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2013 Big Windy Fire and 2013 Douglas Fire in the Siskiyou Mountains, found that more open 
conditions and more intensive forest management led to accelerated levels of fire severity 
(Lesmeister. 2019, Zald. 2018). Lesmeister 2019 also cited other region research supporting 
these important findings, “On the 2002 Biscuit Fire that burned near our study area, Thompson 
and Spies (2009) concluded that weather and pre-fire vegetation conditions were the primary 
determinants of crown damage. They found that forests with small- stature vegetation and 
areas of open tree canopies and dense shrubs experienced the highest levels of tree crown 
damage, while older, closed-canopy forests with high levels of large conifer cover were 
associated with the lowest levels of tree crown damage. The moisture content of air and soil in a 
forest affects the amount of fuel moisture, and thus the probability of ignition and burning 
temperature (Heyerdahl et al. 2001).” (Lesmeister. 2019).   

Shrub response tends to significantly increase fuels in the understory beginning roughly 5-10 
years ajer commercial entry. The development of dense understory fuel con3nues un3l canopy 
condi3ons have recovered and can again suppress understory growth. The result is a significant 
increase in fuels and fire risk following logging treatments. According to BLM fire/fuel analysis in 
both the Griffin Halfmoon and Clean Slate Timber Sale heavy canopy reduc3on can drama3cally 
increase fire risks for 20 years or more. Yet, we find this predic3on to be very conserva3ve. 
Because fire resistance in conifer stands throughout the planning area will take between 80 and 
120 years to re-establish at current levels once logging occurs. This is because canopy cover 
recovers slowly, especially when considering the effects of climate change, it is also because the 
large, old trees between 80 and 150 years old, take that long or longer to regenerate and start 
contribu3ng to late successional characteris3cs, overstory canopy, and the modera3on of 
understory fuel loading.  

The Bear Grub EA 2023, also documents that surface fuel loading has a direct and significant 
relationship with fire severity and intensity. By removing overstory canopy and increasing 
surface fuel loading through logging treatments, the BLM is encouraging higher rates of spread, 
bigger flame lengths, hotter fires, and more fire induced mortality when wildfires do burn. 
According to the EA, “Surface fire behavior has a direct effect on fire severity, mortality, 
suppression tactics, and the initiation of crown fire. Rates of spread and flame lengths are key 
components affecting fire size and resistance to control. Surface fire behavior has a direct effect 
on fire severity, mortality, suppression tactics, and the initiation of crown fire, lower surface fuel 
loading produces lower flame lengths” (DOI. 2020. P. A-94). Thus, the commercial thinning has 
the potential to produce more significant fire events near residential communities and the 
treatments proposed as exceptions in the NOI will do the same.  

The rela3vely arid climate throughout much of the West means that stands last thinned over 20 
years ago s3ll have not recovered closed canopy condi3ons and many stands are further 
deteriora3ng from accelerated levels of overstory mortality. Stand shock, desicca3on, bark 
beetle infesta3ons and windthrow can all further reduce the overstory canopy in the years 
following “treatment.” The lack of canopy, also generates an understory response with extreme 
levels of fuel loading and fuel laddering. Fuel loading will increase un3l canopy condi3ons fill in 
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and reduce the growth of understory vegeta3on and in the interior West it may take many 
decades to regrow large trees that suppress understory growth.  

Ci3zen monitoring has documented an aggressive understory response over a broad geographic 
area and in nearly every 3mber sale in the Applegate Valley over the last 25 years. Yet, the 
agency has essen3ally refused to adequately analyze “understory response”, its influence on 
understory fuel loading and therefore fire severity in NEPA analysis throughout the valley. The 
Nedsbar EA claims on page 3- 35 that the live fuel moisture content of understory vegeta3on 
offsets the impact of increased density and abundance of understory fuel. They cite an ar3cle 
wriYen by James Agee (1996) that comments on live fuel moisture as a very important poten3al 
influence on future fire severity. Yet, the same ar3cle also states “The effect of herb and shrub 
fuels on fireline intensity is not simply predicted. First of all, more herb and shrub fuels usually 
imply more open condi1ons which are associated with lower rela1ve humidity and higher wind 
speeds. Dead fuels may be drier and the rate of spread may be higher because of the altered 
microclimate from more closed canopy forest with less understory. Secondly shrub fuels vary 
significantly in heat content. Waxy or oily shrubs like snowbrush (Ceanothus velu1nus) or 
bearclover (Chamoeho1a foliolosa) burn quite hot; others have lower heat contents.”  

In the arid West, less canopy general means dryer microclimates, increased exposure to winds 
and increased shrubby understory fuels. Many of the shrubby species that regenerate ajer 
heavy canopy reduc3on (below 50%) are extremely flammable and laden with waxes and 
vola3le oils. These species are ojen highly flammable and would include young incense cedar, 
doug fir, live oak, manzanita and buckbrush to name a few. This means that if typical species 
regenerate in the understory following commercial treatments, the impact of live fuel moisture 
will be overwhelmed by the flammability of the conifer saplings, shrub communi3es and ac3vity 
slash.  

The following scien3fic studies have shown a correla3on between thinning and understory 
shrub development:  

Wilson et al. 2007, "Density Management and biodiversity in young Douglas-fir forests" 
Challenges of managing across scales."  

Summary: This study found an increase in shrub density at 16 and 30 years following treatment.  

Campbell 2008, “Carbon Dynamics of a ponderosa pine planta3on following thinning treatment 
in the northern Sierra Nevada.”  

Summary: This study found an increase in shrub cover following thinning treatments. Shrub 
cover increased from 9% to 32% 3 years ajer treatment and maintained 22% shrub cover, 16 
years ajer treatment.  

Agee 1996, The influence of Forest Structure on Fire Behavior  
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Summary: Altered microclimates and increased growing space can encourage the development 
of flammable understory fuel loads, increase wind speeds, dry soils and fuels, while increasing 
temperatures, all of which can increase fire severity and fire behavior during wildfire events.  

Weatherspoon and Skinner 1995, An Assessment of factors associated with damage to tree 
crowns from the 1987 wildfires in Northern California  

Summary: This study found higher levels of fire severity on open sites when compared to 
closed, canopy forest.  

Odion et al. 2004, PaYerns of Fire Severity and Forest Condi3ons in the Western Klamath 
Mountains  

Summary: This paper established a connec3on between 3me since fire and fire intensity. The 
paper found that high levels of canopy cover can suppress understory fuel loading and reduce 
fire severity. 

The agency has failed to adequately analyze the issue of “understory response” and its 
associa3on with canopy reduc3on to 50% or lower. On-the-ground monitoring demonstrates 
that understory response can drama3cally affect fuel dynamics. The agency is refusing to 
thoroughly analyze the impact of canopy reduc3on and large tree removal on fire severity and 
fuel loading and by doing so it push false narra3ves, false solu3ons, and ineffec3ve 
management ac3vi3es. The EIS must consider the influence of understory response in Forest 
Service logging units and maintain both large trees and canopy cover through regula3ons that 
effec3vely avoid these impacts and promote highly resilient old forest habitats. The current 
approach is doing the opposite. 

For addi3onal informa3on, incorporate the following report by reference in this comment:  
Medford District BLM Fire/Fuel Analysis for Timber Sales Authorized Under the 2016 Resource 
Management Plan for Southwestern Oregon. 
 

Stand drying:  

The BLM admits on page 3-35 of the Nedsbar Forest Management Project EA  that “A drier 
microclimate generally contributes to more severe fire behavior.” At the same 3me, the extent 
of overstory canopy cover is directly propor3onal to the level and seasonality of stand drying. 
More open sites are exposed to drying winds, high levels of solar radia3on, and high ambient air 
temperatures, the combined affect is to dry forest stands, reducing fuel moisture, increasing the 
rate of spread during wildfire events, the poten3al for sposng, resistance to control and fireline 
intensity. 
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Ci3zen monitoring efforts have documented the increased fire risks associated with overstory 
canopy reduc3ons, throughout the Applegate Valley. We have document this impact in nearly 
every watershed and 3mber sale treated by BLM and Forest Service in the last 25 plus years.  

Again, the Nedsbar Forest Management Project EA admits on page 3-35 “Management of forest 
stands can result in altered micro climates (Agee 1996). Increasing spacing between the 
canopies of trees can contribute to increased wind speeds, increased temperatures, drying of 
topsoil and vegeta1on, and increased shrub and forb growth (Agee 1996). A more open stand 
allows more wind and solar radia1on resul1ng in a drier microclimate compared to a closed 
stand. A drier microclimate generally contributes to more severe fire behavior.” The BLM and 
Forest Service ojen claims project design features will mi3gate this concern, but project design 
will not reduce stand drying if canopies are reduced to 50% canopy cover or below, as so many 
commercial thinning projects do.  

The Bear Grub EA agrees stating, “Thinning and group selection openings may indirectly 
increase surface wind gusts. Bigelow and North (2012) found evidence of this, observing 
moderate increases in average wind gusts in thinned stands (up to 1.5mph) and greater 
increases in openings (up to 5.6 mph in openings of 2 acres). Openings greater than 2 acres 
could increase wind speeds to a greater extent, which could result in problematic surface fire 
behavior.” (DOI. 2020. P. 57).  

Regional research conducted in SW Oregon confirms that stand drying and significate 
microclimate alteration can increase fire hazards in various ways. Researchers found that 
“Thinned forests have more open conditions, which are associated with higher temperatures, 
lower relative humidity, higher wind speeds, and increasing fire intensity. Furthermore, live and 
dead fuels in young forest or thinned stands with dense saplings or shrub understory will be 
drier, making ignition and high heat more likely, and the rate of spread higher because of the 
relative lack of wind breaks provided by closed canopies with large trees.” (Lesmeister. 2019). 

The issue of stand drying and increased wind speeds combine to make fire weather more 
vola3le and to increase fire behavior. These effects are related directly to canopy cover 
reduc3ons, which are proposed to include reduc3ons well below 50%. Any stand thinned to 
below 50% canopy cover will be subjected to a significant increase in fuel loading and fire 
hazard and these impacts are not being adequately considered in analysis.  

Extended Fire Seasons:  

Many commercial logging opera3ons and commercial thinning opera3ons have not only 
increased fuel loading and fire risks, but they are also contribu3ng to an extension of fire 
seasons dura3on each year by increasing solar exposure and drying out forest fuels.  

Ac3ve fire season has been extended through a combina3on of climate change, logging 
treatments and canopy reduc3on. The physical altera3on of forest canopies and forest structure 
has extended fire season by drying of forest stands and forest fuels. The increased exposure 
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associated with more open forest serves to dry stands and fuels earlier in the season, making 
them flammable weeks before they would be otherwise. The increased exposure also serves to 
increase evapora3on, limi3ng the posi3ve effects of rain or overnight RH recovery during the 
summer fire season. The effect is directly propor3onal to the level of canopy reduc3on, with 
lower levels of canopy crea3ng the most dras3c effect.  

Early in the fire season, non-forest plant communi3es and forest with minimal canopy have 
dried out sufficiently to carry fire, yet closed conifer stands can act as fire breaks due to higher 
fuel moisture contents. The reason is largely due to shading from forest canopy and the 
microclimate condi3ons that canopy cover creates. It can also have to do with the spread of 
noxious or non-na3ve species, especially exo3c annual grasses like medusahead and cheatgrass 
which ojen spread in fuel reduc3on and commercial logging units. These grasses cure out and 
become flammable long before na3ve vegeta3on and closed stands with canopy shade and less 
flashy fine fuels. 

When canopy cover is reduced to below 50%, the poten3al for igni3on and spread is higher 
much earlier in the fire season. Fire behavior will also be increased, with the rate of spread and 
the poten3al for sposng being more pronounced in areas with lower canopy cover reten3on 
levels and drier fuels. The result of commercial thinning and heavy canopy reduc3on has 
already affected fire resilience on the landscape scale, making fires harder to contain and more 
likely to burn with intensity.  This cumula3ve impact is compounded on the landscape scale as 
the agency works its way across that landscape logging and increasing fuel hazards. As the 
percentage of the landscape treated with the current commercial prescrip3ons increases, fire 
resilience on the landscape scale will be nega3vely impacted. Likewise, as previously treated 
stands are re-entered canopy condi3ons will be reduced further, compounding already 
significant impacts to the seasonality and intensity of wildfire affects in our region. Addi3onally, 
group selec3on logging, creates staggered openings that BLM analysis demonstrates will 
increase fire risks, fire intensity, rate of spread and resistance to control (Ruediger. 2020).  

The issue of extending fire seasons, drying forest stands, understory shrub response, increased 
fuel loading and microclimate altera3ons that favor uncharacteris3c wildfire effects and their 
clear associa3on with canopy reduc3on have not been adequately considered or analyzed in 
NEPA analysis and must be considered when analyzing the Na3onal Old-Growth Amendment.  
Currently treatments assumed to reduce fuel loading and fire risks are having the opposite 
effect.  

Increased fine fuel loading: 

Commercial logging can increase fine fuel loading in three major ways, 1) by deposi3ng logging 
slash and; 2) by regenera3ng dense, young, highly flammable vegeta3on (see shrub response 
above) and 3) by spreading weeds such as cheatgrass which significantly increase fire 
occurrence and fire spread.  
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Even ajer logging slash removal and/or pile burning, commercial logging can drama3cally 
increase the fine fuel loading in affected stands by deposi3ng limbs, tops, and logging slash. 
Disposing of this logging slash is never fully achieved and an inevitable increases in fine, woody 
material follows all commercial thinning opera3ons. According to Raymond 2005, this logging 
slash led to a near doubling of high severity fire when compared to untreated stands (Raymond. 
2005). Weatherspoon and Skinner 1995, also found a correla3on between fine woody material 
deposited during logging opera3ons and burn severity (Weatherspoon & Skinner. 1995).  

As discussed earlier in this comment, the opening of canopies, the disturbance of soils, and the 
regenera3on of non-na3ve annual grasslands such as cheat grass or medusahead grass in 
logged areas can also increase fire spread and intensity by genera3ng more flashy, highly 
flammable fuel in the understory. The dry flashy fuels represented by these non-na3ve annual 
grasses can burn quickly, spread rapidly to adjacent habitats, generate significant sposng, 
produce substan3al flame lengths, and increase tree mortality.  

There is no ques3on that large accumula3ons or pulses of fine fuel associated with commercial 
logging, post-fire logging, and canopy removal can increase fire risks. There is also no ques3on 
that both the deposi3on of logging slash and the vegeta3ve dynamics following logging 
opera3ons can affect fire severity and increase the complexity of fire suppression efforts. 

23) Prohibition on commercial logging or the logging of large/old trees do not negate 
appropriate forms of stand maintenance or management including non-commercial 
treatments, prescribed fire, cultural fire and/or managed wildfire.  

All too often the agency acts as though any limitation placed on their commercial timber sale 
program or their ability to log large old trees will impact their ability to manage for “forest 
health” and “resilience.” We obviously disagree and see prohibitions on commercial logging as 
complimentary to fire/fuel management and the maintenance of long-term resilience. Large, 
old trees are the most fire-resistant portions of the landscape and create microclimate 
conditions that support that resilience into the future. Mature and old-growth forests often 
grow complex canopy structures that reduce understory shrub response, maintain cooler, more 
moist stand conditions, and limit within stand windspeeds during fire events. Numerous papers 
published using empirical data from actual southwestern Oregon wildfire events have shown 
that unmanaged, mature and old-growth forests burn at lower fire severity than surrounding 
managed stands (Zald.2018) and these same forests can create effective fire refugia 
(Lesmeister. 2021, Lesmeister.2019.).  

At the same time, small diameter fuels are the most fire available fuel on the landscape, cure 
out the fastest, contribute to extreme fire spread, support a high level of spotting, and more 
often than not, younger stands contain far less variability, more even-aged, low statured fuels 
and far less resilient stand conditions. We believe it is important to note that commercial 
timber harvest is not necessary to address wildfire and fuel loading concerns and in many cases, 
makes these issues worse following so-called “restoration” logging treatments. If commercial 
logging is prohibited in stands over 80 years of age, these stands would still be available for 
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non-commercial thinning, prescribed fire, cultural fire and managed wildfire, all of which more 
directly affect the fuels that actively contribute to fire severity and spread.  

24) Barred owl competition and spread was not adequately considered in the NWFP 

Since the approval of the NWFP, the barred owl has become the single largest threat to the 
northern spotted owl and has spread throughout the Pacific Northwest. Competitive pressure 
from the barred owl now appears the newest impact driving the northern spotted owl towards 
extinction in large portions of the its range. Spreading from north to south northern spotted 
owl populations have responded with strong declines.  

Currently, Fish and Wildlife is proposing lethal control measures for barred owls on a massive 
scale, as a last-ditch effort to stave off northern spotted owl extinction. Yet, at the same time 
the Forest Service is actively logging northern spotted owl habitats, leading to degradation, 
downgrades, and habitat removal, at times to the point of “take”.  

The northern spotted owl is currently spiraling towards extinction at an alarming rate. Drastic 
measures like barred owl removal may be necessary, but if such extreme measures as lethal 
removal are warranted, so too should be strict habitat protection. If competition for high 
quality nesting habitat is creating Northern spotted owl declines, then habitats currently 
supporting nesting, roosting and foraging habitats should be maintained through the protection 
of all stands over 80 years of age and all trees over 21” DBH. LSR habitats should be expanded 
and removing additional existing suitable habitat will only increase competitive pressure and 
northern spotted owl declines. Additionally, with habitat competition becoming more 
problematic, northern spotted owl will require pathways for dispersal.  

Only existing habitats can support northern spotted owls for any portion of their lifecycle. 
Theoretical habitat, supposedly “developed” through logging treatments is highly uncertain, 
given a wide variety of factors. Habitat is also needed now, while spotted owl still exists. We 
cannot crowd it closer and closer to barred owls by continuing to reduce habitat through 
federal land logging activities. With the species almost extinct throughout much of its range, 
habitat is needed now, connectivity is needed now, and dispersal corridors are needed now.  

The NWFP should implement the stringent habitat protections identified in this comment, 
prohibit “take” for any reason, and maintain suitable northern spotted owl habitats wherever 
they exist. LSR networks should also be expanded to ensure that habitat exists for dispersal 
when barred owl compete with northern spotted owls, and if barred owl removals are effective 
to provide connectivity that allows for natural dispersal back to habitats no longer occupied by 
barred owls. Barred owl competition makes northern spotted owl habitat protection a bigger 
priority then ever before, and barred owl removal does not change that dynamic.  

Thank you for the opportunity to comment,  
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Appendix A: A list of recent Forest Service Timber Sales on the Rogue River-Siskiyou and 
Klamath National Forests with mature or old-growth logging components.  
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Below are examples of US Forest Service timber sales either proposed or implemented in the last 
20 years that proposed a mature or old forest logging component 

Shasta Agness Timber Sale 

The Shasta Agness Timber Sale was approved by the Rogue River Siskiyou National Forest in 
LSR forest near Agness, Oregon at the confluence of the Wild and Scenic Rogue and Illinois 
River’s. Its approval required permission from the Regional Office to exceed both age class 
limitations placed on federal land logging in the Northwest Forest Plan and limitations on large 
tree removal in LSR forest. The project authorizes the removal of larger, more mature trees up to 
28” in diameter and 140 years of age in LSR forest. It also authorizes 3,770 acres of commercial 
logging, 5 miles of new road construction, and 4.3 miles of new motorized trails.  

The area contains unique biodiversity, relatively intact old forest habitats and moist, productive 
growing conditions that allow these coastally influenced forests to efficiently store large volumes 
of atmospheric carbon.  

The Shasta Agness Timber Sale proposes to convert mature and old forest habitats into oak 
woodland habitats in locations where few, if any oak trees are currently found. The resulting 
canopy loss, the loss of carbon storage and the release of carbon currently stored in living trees 
will be significant, as well as the loss of important old forest habitat and climate refugia. Species 
such as the threatened Northern spotted owl and Humboldt marten would be impacted. In fact, 
conservation interests located one Northern spotted owl nesting site within proposed commercial 
logging units. No survey’s took place to confirm or disprove occupancy by these species and 
significant damage to their habitat will occur, when the project is fully implemented suitable 
habitats will be either downgraded or removed from the Northern spotted owl habitat baseline.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Unit 51 of the Shasta Agness Timber Sale has been 
identified as an” oak woodland restoration” treatment, but 
almost no oak trees are found in the unit and instead 
closed forest dominates the area. Prescriptions call for 
removing all conifers up to 28” diameter and replanting 
the stand with oak saplings.  

 

 
Unit 53 of the Shasta Agness Timber Sale contains 
closed forests with a canopy of large, dominant Douglas 
fir trees. This unit is proposed for “oak woodland 
restoration,” logging all conifers to 28” diameter and 
reducing canopy cover to below 30%. This will requiring 
removing more than half the stand, which will then be 
replanted with oak saplings.  
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Upper Briggs Restoration Project 

The Upper Briggs Project has been approved by the Rogue River-Siskiyou National Forest, but 
not fully implemented. The timber sale proposes over 4,000 acres of commercial logging in 
Briggs Creek, an important tributary of the Wild and Scenic Illinois River and key watershed 
under the NW Forest Plan.  

The project was reportedly proposed to increase fire resilience due to an assumed risk associated 
with potentially catastrophic fuel loading and fire risks. Yet, ironically before the project was 
approved, the area burned at roughly 80% low severity during the 2018 Klondike Fire, 
underburning most of the stands proposed for commercial logging and fuel reduction. The 
agency responded by claiming that the low severity fire did not kill enough trees or create the 
structural conditions they have arbitrarily defined as “healthy” and “fire resilient.” The agency 
then approved the project despite the beneficial fire effects and currently resilient stand 
conditions.  

The project includes industrial logging prescriptions in currently intact, fire adapted, old forest 
habitats in the Briggs Creek watershed. Large tree removal and extensive canopy removal will 
impact forest values, increase fire risks, and impact natural fire regeneration following the 
beneficial Klondike/Taylor Fire. It will also damage scenic values in the Briggs Creek watershed, 
along popular hiking trails and adjacent to well used campgrounds.  

The project also includes so-called “meadow restoration” which would be implemented with 
meadow side clearcuts at the margin of numerous meadows including the Horse Meadows 
Wildlife Area where timber harvest is prohibited in the Siskiyou National Forest Land & 
Resource Management Plan.  

Carbon storage will be diminished and significant carbon will be released through large tree 
logging and canopy reduction. Additionally, cool, moist climate refugia and closed forest stands 
would be damaged through logging activities. The currently unimplemented portions of the 
Upper Briggs Restoration Project should be canceled to comply with President Biden’s Earth 
Day Executive Order on the protection of forests.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Unit 63 of the Upper Briggs Restoration Project contains 
mature and old-growth forest that underburned at low 
severity in the Klondike/Taylor Fire of 2018. 

 
 

 
Unit 23 of the Upper Briggs Restoration Project is located along the 
popular Onion Way Trail and burned at low severity in the 2018 
Klondike/Taylor Fire, but is none-the-less proposed for heavy 
industrial logging.  
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Slater Fire Re-entry Project 

The Slater Fire Re-Entry Project was inappropriately proposed through the use of a road 
maintenance Categorical Exclusion. The project proposed 4,106 acres of commercial roadside 
logging, including the removal of trees within 300’ of Forest Service roads, along 146 miles of 
Forest Service road. This included proposed logging treatments in LSR forest, Riparian 
Reserves, Special Wildlife Sites, and designated Back Country Areas. It also included provisions 
to remove both fire killed snags and living “green” trees that survived the fire.  

In many cases, old-growth forest was logged and was even posted like a trophy on the Rogue 
River Siskiyou National Forest facebook page. Portions of the project were implemented under 
an emergency declaration for the Slater Fire with no public input or oversight. The agency 
logged the area under an emergency declaration long after the fire was contained. The entire 
Takilma-Happy Camp Road extending over the Siskiyou Crest has been clearcut to 300’ on 
either side of the road. Many living trees that survived the fire and fire killed snags were 
removed.   

Ultimately, the project was largely withdrawn due to an out of court settlement that resolved 
potential litigation and roughly 80% of the project was withdrawn. Currently the project is being 
repackaged as the Slater Fire Re-open Project and an Environmental Assessment is being 
developed to analysis potential project impacts. This project now proposes 9,650 acres of post 
fire logging within 200’ of over 200 miles of road.  

 During the initial implementation stage hundreds of acres were clearcut, massive amounts of 
carbon stored in standing snags and surviving “green” trees was released, soils and vegetative 
recovery was impacted, and massive, old growth logs were hauled to the mill. The Slater Fire 
Reopen Project should be canceled to comply with President Bidens Earth Day Executive Order. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 
Massive old growth trees posted like a trophy on the 
Rogue River Siskiyou National Forest facebook page. These 
old growth trees are among hundreds of old growth trees 
logged during the so-called “emergency” logging 
operation.  

 

 
A post fire clearcut at the Page Mountain Sno-Park 
showing the logging of large old trees and snags along 
with significant soil damage.  
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Seiad Horse Project 

This post fire logging project implemented in the Johnny O’Neil Late Successional Reserve 
(LSR) logged approximately 1,200 acres of fire affected forest habitat, and was approved in the 
aftermath of the 2017 Abney Fire. Although much of the area, burned at high severity, living 
trees and green islands within the fire perimeter were also removed in the logging operations. 
The project removed large diameter trees and snags along the Pacific Crest Trail, near the 
Condrey Mountain Inventoried Roadless Area, and in the Kangaroo Inventoried Roadless Area.  

 
 

 

 

The project area is located in an important connectivity corridor between the Red Buttes 
Wilderness Area and surrounding Inventoried Roadless Area. The project also impacted 
connectivity for the Pacific fisher, LSR habitat, and Riparian Reserves within the planning area.   

The removal of large diameter trees and fire killed snags released significant carbon emissions 
during logging operations, dramatically reduced the carbon naturally stored on site, and damaged 
the natural regeneration of vegetation following the 2017 Abney Fire.  

Westside Project 

At the time it was proposed and approved, the Westside Project was one of the largest timber 
sales in Forest Service history. The project was largely implemented in LSR forest and in 
important salmon and steelhead streams in the Klamath River watershed. The effects on wildlife 
were immense including impacts to 70 Northern spotted owl activity centers, 19 Siskiyou 
Salamander sites, and damage to Pacific fisher habitats. The Klamath National Forest also 
refused to survey for numerous sensitive plant and animal species within the planning area, 
creating undetermined and unmonitored impacts.   

The agency approved 11,700 acres of clearcut logging in fire affected forests and 20,500 acres of 
roadside “hazard” tree logging, including 7,560 acres of LSR logging. It also included 22 miles 

These post-fire logging units in the Seiad Horse Project release carbon stored in standing snags, damaged forest 
regeneration, created extensive soil damage, surface erosion and sedimentation in important coho salmon streams 
in the Klamath River watershed. These units are also located at the edge of the Condrey Mountain Inventoried 
Roadless Area and designated Back Country Area, as well as the Cook and Green Pass Botanical Area, known as the 
most diverse location in the state of California.  
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new temporary roads with 14 stream crossings and 152 new log landings. The project had 
significant impacts to water quality, triggered large landslides, and created legacy sediment sites 
with lasting implications for the threatened Klamath River fisheries. The project’s Water Quality 
Permit was predicated on the treatment or mitigation of existing legacy sediment sites, but most 
of these mitigations have not been implemented.  

Most of the timber sales associated with the Westside Project were sold and implemented across 
thousands of acres in the Mid-Klamath River watershed. The clearcutting of fire affected forest 
led to habitat simplification, a loss of stored carbon, the sedimentation of important fish bearing 
streams and the disruption of natural regeneration processes on the landscape scale.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chetco Bar Fire Recovery Project 

The Chetco Bar Fire Recovery Project was a massive post fire logging proposal that included 
both unit logging and roadside logging components. The project was approved by the Rogue 
River Siskiyou National Forest following the 2017 Chetco Bar Fire.  

The project included 13,626 acres of logging, including over 9,000 acres in previously unlogged 
stands and hundreds of miles of roadside logging. The project included the removal of both live 
and dead trees in fire affected areas.  

The planning area is located adjacent to the Kalmiopsis Wilderness and the surrounding 
Inventoried Roadless Areas. The Chetco River is also an important fishery and the river contains 
exceptional water quality. The extensive logging implemented on federal lands, combined with 
private industrial post-fire logging has badly damaged the lower Chetco River watershed.  

Although much of the forest burned at high severity during a large east wind event, the coastally 
influenced forests supported massive, old trees. In the post-fire environment, both living “green 

 
The Westside Project converted complex early successional 
snag forest and converted it to highly simplified slopes 
lacking large snags, downed wood and habitat complexity, 
creating deficits for hundreds of years and damaging 
forest regeneration.   

 

 
The Westside Project was implemented as clearcut 
logging on very steep, unstable slopes like this one 
above Walker Creek, a tributary of the Klamath River.  
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trees” and standing snags store vast quantities of carbon and sustain the biological legacies 
important for the natural regeneration of the forests in the lower Chetco River watershed.  

Ultimately, large portions of the Chetco Bar Fire Recovery Project were implemented including 
many, many miles of roadside logging throughout the lower Chetco River watershed. The project 
created extreme impacts to the Chetco River watershed, to natural forest regeneration and to the 
climate by logging large old trees and snags in the aftermath of the 2017 Chetco Bar Fire.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Crawford Timber Sale 

The Crawford Timber Sale was proposed on the Klamath River between Happy Camp and 
Orleans, California in some of the last occupied northern spotted owl habitat in the western 
Klamath National Forest. The timber sale proposed commercial logging on 1,650 acres, the 
removal of 139 acres of foraging habitat for the Northern spotted owl in forests identified as 
Critical Habitat. The project would have degraded 4 northern spotted owl home ranges and 
included the “incidental take” of two of the areas last reproducing pairs of northern spotted owls.   

The project was litigated by conservation interests and subsequently withdrawn by the Klamath 
National Forest.  

 

 

 

 
Massive old fire killed trees proposed for post-fire logging in 
the Chetco Bar Fire Recovery Project. This unit was logged in 
roadside logging projects near Quail Prairie Lookout. Note 
the size of the individual in the photo compared to these 
massive carbon-rich snags. 

 

 
This over 5’ diameter snag was logged along near Quail 
Prairie Creek in the roadside logging projects following the 
2017 Chetco Bar Fire. Snags like this store huge volumes of 
carbon on the landscape and provide important biological 
values.  
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Bear Country Timber Sale 

The Bear Country Timber Sale is located on the Wild and Scenic North and South Fork Salmon 
River watersheds, in some of the most remote, diverse, and mountainous country on the West 
Coast. The timber sale proposes 4,195 acres of commercial logging, 3,704 acres of which is 
proposed in natural, unlogged stands and 2,330 acres of LSR logging. This logging would 
remove 235 acres of nesting, roosting and foraging habitat for the northern spotted owl and an 
additional 701 acres of foraging habitat. This would include logging related impacts to 8 northern 
spotted owl home ranges and to one of the only nesting habitats documented to reproducing on 
the Scott/Salmon Ranger District.  

The project also proposes 5.2 miles of commercial roadside “hazard” tree logging 300’ from 
existing roads and 2,271 acres of mastication on 24.4 miles of remote ridgeline at the heart of the 
Salmon River watershed. This project proposes heavy industrial logging, large tree removal, 
canopy reduction, and damage to mature, late successional and old-growth forest habitats. If 
approved and implemented this project would release abundant carbon stored in large, living 
trees and degrade important intact forests habitats and climate refugia.  

The Bear Country Timber Sale should be canceled to comply with President Biden’s Earth Day 
Executive Order on the protection of forests. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
A view across the Crawford Timber Sale and the 
connectivity corridor between the Siskiyou Wilderness 
Area and Marble Mountains Wilderness in the distance. 

 

 
Old forest proposed for logging in the Crawford 
Timber Sale.  
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South Fork Timber Sale 

The South Fork Timber Sale has been proposed by the Klamath National Forest just upstream 
from the Bear Country Timber Sale on the South Fork Salmon River. Located in an important 
connectivity corridor between the Trinity Alps and Russian Wilderness Areas and a large LSR 
forest, the project proposes significant old forest logging in previously unlogged forest habitats. 
It also surrounds numerous popular trailheads, campgrounds and recreation areas around Carter 
Meadows at the headwaters of the Wild and Scenic South Fork Salmon River.   

The South Fork Timber Sale has undergone public scoping and it is current planning status is 
officially “on hold” due to undisclosed reasons. The South Fork Project should be canceled to 
comply with President Biden’s Earth Day Executive Order on the protection of forests for 
climate resilience.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Unit 80 of the Bear Country Timber Sale is located in 
old-growth LSR forest and proposes heavy commercial 
logging in high quality Northern spotted owl habitat.  

 

 
Unit 126 on Butcher Gulch contains spectacular old-
growth forest above the Wild and Scenic South Fork 
Salmon River.  

 

 

 
Unit 71 of the proposed South Fork Timber Sale includes 
high elevation true fir forests near the headwaters of 
the Salmon River and adjacent to the Russian 
Wilderness Area. 

 

 
Unit 65 of the South Fork Timber Sale includes mature 
and old-growth forest. Logging prescriptions call for 
significant canopy reduction and large tree removal. 
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Appendix B: Additional Information on the impact of commercial thinning on fire and 
climate resilience 

Incorporate the following information and links by reference into this comment: The 
information and links provided below demonstrate how widespread and systemic mature and old 
forest logging is on federal lands. The level of mature and old forest logging currently being 
implemented and proposed creates concerns regarding the sustainability of such logging 
activities, the impact this logging has on fire risks, wildlife habitat, watersheds, and carbon 
storage, as well as the effect it will have on the scenic and recreational value of our public lands. 
These links demonstrate that mature and old forest logging is a significant threat to federal 
forests and climate resilience.  

Worth More Standing Report: https://www.climate-forests.org/worth-more-standing 

Pilot Projects: https://siskiyoucrest.com/2013/03/05/middle-applegate-pilot-projects/ 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/a7n3ezf5dcru15e/Pilot Thompson Community Monitoring 
Report.pdf 

http://www.dropbox.com/s/j1tizckl4vbgvi0/Pilot Joe The Myth and The Reality.pdf 

Nedsbar Timber Sale: https://siskiyoucrest.com/2015/02/01/a-hike-through-nedsbar-timber-sale-
and/ 

https://siskiyoucrest.com/2015/01/25/nesdbar-timber-sale-bald-mountain-units/ 

https://siskiyoucrest.com/2015/01/21/nedsbar-public-hike-unit-28-22a-28-22b/ 

https://siskiyoucrest.com/2015/01/07/nedsbar-community-monitoring-program/ 

https://siskiyoucrest.com/2014/12/23/update-nedsbar-timber-sale-community/ 

https://siskiyoucrest.com/2014/12/13/nedsbar-timber-sale-regeneration-unit/ 

Crawford Timber Sale: https://siskiyoucrest.com/2020/08/12/keeping-klamath-wild-crawford-
timber/ 

Pickett West Timber Sale: https://siskiyoucrest.com/2017/06/03/pickett-west-timber-sale-
industrial-old/ 

https://siskiyoucrest.com/2017/06/15/zig-zag-creek-hellgate-canyon-and/ 

https://siskiyoucrest.com/2017/06/26/pickett-west-timber-sale-panther-gulch/ 

https://siskiyoucrest.com/2017/07/14/pickett-west-timber-sale-logging-off/ 

https://www.climate-forests.org/worth-more-standing
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2013/03/05/middle-applegate-pilot-projects/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2015/02/01/a-hike-through-nedsbar-timber-sale-and/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2015/02/01/a-hike-through-nedsbar-timber-sale-and/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2015/01/25/nesdbar-timber-sale-bald-mountain-units/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2015/01/21/nedsbar-public-hike-unit-28-22a-28-22b/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2015/01/07/nedsbar-community-monitoring-program/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2014/12/23/update-nedsbar-timber-sale-community/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2014/12/13/nedsbar-timber-sale-regeneration-unit/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2020/08/12/keeping-klamath-wild-crawford-timber/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2020/08/12/keeping-klamath-wild-crawford-timber/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2017/06/03/pickett-west-timber-sale-industrial-old/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2017/06/03/pickett-west-timber-sale-industrial-old/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2017/06/15/zig-zag-creek-hellgate-canyon-and/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2017/06/26/pickett-west-timber-sale-panther-gulch/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2017/07/14/pickett-west-timber-sale-logging-off/
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https://siskiyoucrest.com/2017/07/17/pickett-west-timber-sale-logging-last/ 

https://siskiyoucrest.com/2017/07/29/the-pickett-west-timber-sale-old-growth/ 

Clean Slate Timber Sale: https://siskiyoucrest.com/2018/07/02/clean-slate-timber-sale-old-
growth/ 

Seiad Horse Project: https://siskiyoucrest.com/2017/12/17/klamath-national-forest-proposes/ 

https://siskiyoucrest.com/2018/04/13/klamath-national-forest-proposes-post/ 

https://siskiyoucrest.com/2018/05/11/porposed-logging-along-pct-at-cook-and/ 

Chetco Bar Fire Recovery Project: https://siskiyoucrest.com/2018/03/23/chetco-bar-fire-salvage-
project-quail/ 

Briggs Project: https://siskiyoucrest.com/2018/05/30/the-upper-briggs-restoration-project-2/ 

https://siskiyoucrest.com/2019/06/18/the-upper-briggs-restoration-project/ 

Bear Grub Timber Sale: https://siskiyoucrest.com/2020/03/09/bear-grub-timber-sale-threat-to-
forests/ 

https://siskiyoucrest.com/2020/05/19/wellington-wildlands-threatened-with/ 

https://siskiyoucrest.com/2020/06/01/bald-mountain-biodiversity-and-bear/ 

https://applegatesiskiyoualliance.org/the-bear-grub-timber-sale-and-the-wellington-wildlands/ 

https://applegatesiskiyoualliance.org/bear-grub-timber-sale-deming-ridge-units/ 

https://applegatesiskiyoualliance.org/bear-grub-timber-sale-save-the-east-applegate-ridge-trail-
from-logging/ 

https://applegatesiskiyoualliance.org/bear-grub-timber-sale-bald-mountain-units/ 

Shasta Agness Timber Sale: https://siskiyoucrest.com/2020/08/26/shasta-agness-timber-sale-
industrial-logging-dressed-up-in-restoration-language/ 

Bear Country Timber Sale: https://siskiyoucrest.com/2021/06/23/the-bear-country-timber-sale-
old-forest-logging-on-the-wild-and-scenic-salmon-river/ 

Rogue Gold Timber Sale: https://siskiyoucrest.com/2021/10/18/the-rogue-gold-timber-sale-
logging-the-last-old-forest-above-the-rogue-river-valley/ 

https://siskiyoucrest.com/2017/07/17/pickett-west-timber-sale-logging-last/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2017/07/29/the-pickett-west-timber-sale-old-growth/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2018/07/02/clean-slate-timber-sale-old-growth/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2018/07/02/clean-slate-timber-sale-old-growth/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2017/12/17/klamath-national-forest-proposes/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2018/04/13/klamath-national-forest-proposes-post/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2018/05/11/porposed-logging-along-pct-at-cook-and/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2018/03/23/chetco-bar-fire-salvage-project-quail/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2018/03/23/chetco-bar-fire-salvage-project-quail/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2018/05/30/the-upper-briggs-restoration-project-2/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2019/06/18/the-upper-briggs-restoration-project/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2020/03/09/bear-grub-timber-sale-threat-to-forests/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2020/03/09/bear-grub-timber-sale-threat-to-forests/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2020/05/19/wellington-wildlands-threatened-with/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2020/06/01/bald-mountain-biodiversity-and-bear/
https://applegatesiskiyoualliance.org/the-bear-grub-timber-sale-and-the-wellington-wildlands/
https://applegatesiskiyoualliance.org/bear-grub-timber-sale-deming-ridge-units/
https://applegatesiskiyoualliance.org/bear-grub-timber-sale-save-the-east-applegate-ridge-trail-from-logging/
https://applegatesiskiyoualliance.org/bear-grub-timber-sale-save-the-east-applegate-ridge-trail-from-logging/
https://applegatesiskiyoualliance.org/bear-grub-timber-sale-bald-mountain-units/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2020/08/26/shasta-agness-timber-sale-industrial-logging-dressed-up-in-restoration-language/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2020/08/26/shasta-agness-timber-sale-industrial-logging-dressed-up-in-restoration-language/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2021/06/23/the-bear-country-timber-sale-old-forest-logging-on-the-wild-and-scenic-salmon-river/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2021/06/23/the-bear-country-timber-sale-old-forest-logging-on-the-wild-and-scenic-salmon-river/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2021/10/18/the-rogue-gold-timber-sale-logging-the-last-old-forest-above-the-rogue-river-valley/
https://siskiyoucrest.com/2021/10/18/the-rogue-gold-timber-sale-logging-the-last-old-forest-above-the-rogue-river-valley/
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Late Mungers Timber Sale: https://applegatesiskiyoualliance.org/late-mungers-timber-sale-old-
forest-logging-on-murphy-creek-deer-creek-and-tributaries-of-the-applegate-river/ 

Penn Butte Timber Sale:https://applegatesiskiyoualliance.org/the-ivm-and-late-mungers-project-
intentionally-very-misleading/ 

https://applegatesiskiyoualliance.org/blm-targets-mungers-powell-creek-the-rain-forests-of-the-
applegate-with-logging-in-the-penn-butte-timber-sale/ 

https://applegatesiskiyoualliance.org/penn-butte-timber-sale-old-forest-logging-in-the-williams-
creek-watershed/ 

The impact of so-called “forest health” or “fuel reduction” logging and commercial 
thinning projects on federal lands.  

The logging projects listed above and discussed in the incorporated links demonstrate the 
continuing impact of mature and old forest logging on federal lands in a small portion of the 
Klamath-Siskiyou Mountains. Although we can demonstrate the problem in our region, 
colleagues across the West report similar problems with the federal timber sale program in the 
Sierra-Nevada Mountains, in the Rocky Mountains, the southwest and any forested region in the 
federal land system. Old forest logging is not the exception, but instead it is the current policy of 
federal land managers to log mature and old forest habitats in an effort to meet arbitrary and 
unsustainable timber quotas. It is also the policy of the agencies to use so-called “fuel reduction” 
or “restoration” timber sales as a guise for reaching annual timber quotas. Unfortunately, these 
timber sales are effective at producing timber, but counterproductive to fuel reduction and forest 
restoration objectives.   

Historically, logging has been responsible for the majority of loss in mature and old-growth 
forest cover on both the continental, national, regional and global scale, and its impact cannot be 
ignored. Mature and old-growth forests have been almost entirely lost on private ownerships and 
are now found primarily on federal lands, making their protection disproportionally important for 
climate, for biodiversity, for watersheds, for wildlife and for the scenic and recreational values 
the public enjoys on federal lands. The current policies and practices of federal land managers 
are contributing to the loss and decline of mature and old-growth forest habitats, and should be 
immediately discontinued.  

Every timber sale proposed or implemented on federal lands in our region has a mature and old 
forest logging component with impacts and effects that are contrary to President Biden’s 30X30 
Initiative and Earth Day Executive Order on the protection of forests for climate resilience. This 
is not only because these projects are logging intact environments and releasing naturally stored 
carbon by logging large carbon dense trees and forests, it is also because of the impact this 
logging has on habitat values, and watershed values, while increasing, not decreasing fire risks 
and forest health concerns.   

For additional information on the real-world impacts or effects of commercial thinning on public 
lands, please review and incorporate these links by reference into this public comment. 

https://applegatesiskiyoualliance.org/late-mungers-timber-sale-old-forest-logging-on-murphy-creek-deer-creek-and-tributaries-of-the-applegate-river/
https://applegatesiskiyoualliance.org/late-mungers-timber-sale-old-forest-logging-on-murphy-creek-deer-creek-and-tributaries-of-the-applegate-river/
https://applegatesiskiyoualliance.org/the-ivm-and-late-mungers-project-intentionally-very-misleading/
https://applegatesiskiyoualliance.org/the-ivm-and-late-mungers-project-intentionally-very-misleading/
https://applegatesiskiyoualliance.org/blm-targets-mungers-powell-creek-the-rain-forests-of-the-applegate-with-logging-in-the-penn-butte-timber-sale/
https://applegatesiskiyoualliance.org/blm-targets-mungers-powell-creek-the-rain-forests-of-the-applegate-with-logging-in-the-penn-butte-timber-sale/
https://applegatesiskiyoualliance.org/penn-butte-timber-sale-old-forest-logging-in-the-williams-creek-watershed/
https://applegatesiskiyoualliance.org/penn-butte-timber-sale-old-forest-logging-in-the-williams-creek-watershed/
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The O’lickety Timber Sale: Illegal BLM Logging and the Continuing Loss of Northern Spotted 
Owl Habitat in the Applegate Valley 

https://www.dropbox.com/home?select=BLM+Fire%3AFuel+Analysis+for+recent+sales.pdf&pr
eview=BLM+ESA+Monitoring+Report.pdf 

BLM ESA Monitoring Report 

 https://www.dropbox.com/s/rui3gqhx3zcznyo/FINAL_2015 Medford BLM Post Harvest 
Monitoring Report.3.4.16.pdf?dl=0 

Bark Beetles, Timber & The BLM in the Applegate Valley: An over of bark beetle science and 
land management on the Medford District BLM 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/h188fxpbm2xxow3/Beetles, Timber %26 the BLM 
%282017%29.pdf?dl=0 

The Squishy Bug Timber Sale: “Salvage” Logging, Bark Beetles and Invalid Assumptions for 
NEPA Analysis 

https://www.dropbox.com/home?select=BLM+Fire%3AFuel+Analysis+for+recent+sales.pdf&pr
eview=Squishy+Bug+Timber+Sale+Report.pdf 

Medford District BLM Fire/Fuel Analysis for Timber Sales Authorized under the 2016 Resource 
Management Plan for Southwestern Oregon 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/50u8m52bk41ih3p/BLM Fire%3AFuel Analysis for recent 
sales.pdf?dl=0 

New Research on Forest, Fires and Northern Spotted Owl Management in Southwestern Oregon 

https://www.dropbox.com/home?select=BLM+Fire%3AFuel+Analysis+for+recent+sales.pdf&pr
eview=NSO+%26+Fire+Resilience+Letter.pdf 

Information and Policy Recommendations Pertaining to Forests, Fire and Smoke Management in 
Southwestern Oregon 

https://www.dropbox.com/home?select=BLM+Fire%3AFuel+Analysis+for+recent+sales.pdf&pr
eview=NSO+%26+Fire+Resilience+Letter.pdf 

DellaSala, D.A., Baker, B.C., Hanson, C.T., Ruediger, L., and Baker. W. 2022. Have western USA 
fire suppression and megafire active management approaches become a contemporary Sisyphus? 
Biological Conservation  

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.biocon.2022.109499  

https://www.dropbox.com/home?select=BLM+Fire%3AFuel+Analysis+for+recent+sales.pdf&preview=BLM+ESA+Monitoring+Report.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/home?select=BLM+Fire%3AFuel+Analysis+for+recent+sales.pdf&preview=BLM+ESA+Monitoring+Report.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/home?select=BLM+Fire%3AFuel+Analysis+for+recent+sales.pdf&preview=Squishy+Bug+Timber+Sale+Report.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/home?select=BLM+Fire%3AFuel+Analysis+for+recent+sales.pdf&preview=Squishy+Bug+Timber+Sale+Report.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/home?select=BLM+Fire%3AFuel+Analysis+for+recent+sales.pdf&preview=NSO+%26+Fire+Resilience+Letter.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/home?select=BLM+Fire%3AFuel+Analysis+for+recent+sales.pdf&preview=NSO+%26+Fire+Resilience+Letter.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/home?select=BLM+Fire%3AFuel+Analysis+for+recent+sales.pdf&preview=NSO+%26+Fire+Resilience+Letter.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/home?select=BLM+Fire%3AFuel+Analysis+for+recent+sales.pdf&preview=NSO+%26+Fire+Resilience+Letter.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.biocon.2022.109499
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Commercial logging & thinning on federal lands impacts climate resilience 

Mature and old-growth forests are both regularly threatened by federal land timber sales and 
important as carbon reserves where live trees, standing snags, downed trees and forest soils have 
stored immense amounts of carbon for hundreds, if not thousands of years (Law. 2022). Carbon 
storage accelerates dramatically with age (Stephenson et al. 2014, Mildrexler et al. 2021, Law et 
al. 2022), demonstrating the positive effects of protecting mature and old forests on federal lands 
from a carbon sequestration and storage standpoint.   

Yet, mature and old forests should be protected for not only the carbon they store, but also for 
their important watershed values and connectivity values. As climate refugia and as habitat for 
species requiring overstory canopy, cool, moist habitat conditions, thermal regulation, late 
successional forest habitats for nesting, roosting, denning and foraging, and habitat for 
threatened, rare, or endangered species. The effects of mature and old forest protection have 
innumerable positive outcomes and few drawbacks. 

According to regional research, the wood products industry is the largest single source of 
greenhouse gas emissions in the state of Oregon, accounting for 39% of the states total emission 
load (Law. 2018). Additional studies have shown that protected mature and old forest habitats are 
far more efficient and effective at storing carbon than actively managed forests or commercial 
logging supposedly implemented to reduce fire risks (Law 2022.).  
 
In the largest study of actual wildfire effects ever conducted in the US, protected landscape were 
shown to burn at lower levels of fire severity than heavily managed and less protected areas 
(Bradley. 2016). Additionally, logging or “thinning” to reduce wildfire intensity produces far 
more emissions over a comparable area when compared to wildfire. In fact, emissions from 
logging were five times those from disturbances from wildfire, wind and insects combined. 
(Harris et al. 2016, Law etal. 2018).  
 
The amount of carbon removed by thinning is much larger than the amount that might be  
saved from being burned in a fire, and far more area is harvested than would actually burn  
(Mitchell et al. 2009, Rhodes et al. 2009, Law & Harmon 2011, Campbell et al. 2011, Hudiburg  
et al. 2011, Hudiburg et al. 2013). Most analyses of mid- to long-term thinning impacts on forest  
structure and carbon storage show there is a multi-decadal biomass carbon deficit following  
moderate to heavy thinning (Zhou et al. 2013). Even thinning in young forests can have 
significant carbon impacts. For example, a study in a young ponderosa pine plantation vulnerable 
to drought in Idaho found that removal of 40% of the live biomass from the forest would 
subsequently release about 60% of that carbon over the next 30 years (Stenzel et al. 2021).  
 
Although thinning is commonly used to reduce fire severity and associated tree mortality, a 
comparison of thinned with adjacent unthinned stands in the burn area of a large California 
wildfire showed that thinning resulted in more tree mortality than unthinned stands, showing that 
the fire killed more trees than thinning prevented from being killed (Hanson 2022). Additionally, 
the likelihood of a fire intersecting these treatments is also less than 1% and potential treatment 
effectiveness often lasts less than 10-20 years (Scheennagel. 2017, Campbell et al. 2011). It has 
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also been shown that these thinning operations create far more impacts to northern spotted owl 
habitat (a surrogate for mature and old forest) than wildfire alone (Odion.2014)  
 
There are high forest carbon losses associate with thinning, and only minor differences in the 
combustive losses associated with high severity fire and the low-severity fire that fuel treatment 
is meant to encourage. (Campbell et al. 2011).  
 
Additional habitat protections for mature and old-growth forests under both President Bidens 
30X30 Initiative and his Earth Day Executive Order on the protection of forests must be 
immediately enacted to protect, preserve, restore and maintain adequate carbon storage in the 
natural environment. Fire/fuel reduction efforts should shift from focusing on logging miles from 
communities, in backcountry environments and in mature and old forest habitats to reducing 
fuels manually and with prescribed fire near homes and communities. ((Moritz et al. 2014, 
Schoennagel et al. 2017, Law et al. 2022). This would have extremely positive impacts on 
community fire safety, while protecting habitat values, reducing logging related impacts to 
ecosystems and carbon storage, reducing structure, home and infrastructure losses during 
wildfire events, work towards mitigating the home ignition problem and support management 
that is consistent with President Biden’s applicable Executive Orders.  
 
This shift to home and community fire protection would be win-win for society, while the 
reducing direct taxpayer costs to citizens and reducing impacts to ecosystems services that 
support our economies, communities and quality of life.  

 

 

 

 


